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1 Executive summary 
Galapagos is a true pioneer for its patients. As a commercial-stage biotechnology company, their first 
aim is to improve the life of people with unmet medical needs. They are experts in the discovery and 
development of small molecule medicines and want to deliver their innovations to the world. 
Although Galapagos acts in a volatile and complex market environment, they focus on the 
opportunities to create value through their scientific knowledge and expertise. In this chaos, it is the 
company’s Information Technology & Services (ITS) department that should create order and 
structure. However, due to the tremendous organic growth since 2018, keeping up this role became 
more challenging than ever. The increase in the number of employees in the ITS department was faster 
than the supporting change in supporting infrastructure and underlying organizational structure. In 
order to catch up, the ITS department has launched a new project called ‘ITS 2.0’. Besides redesigning 
the organizational framework, this project aims to identify and improve all ITS business processes. By 
engaging in the discipline of business process management, they want to transform towards a more 
agile and lean department.  

Our In-Company-Project is situated within the context of ‘ITS 2.0’ and more specifically, within the first 
phase towards becoming a ‘process-based’ department. At the beginning of our project, an initial list 
of identified ITS business processes had already been made. From this Process Inventory List, two 
specific business processes were selected to further investigate and optimize: Communication 
Coordination & Governance (CC&G) and Training Coordination & Governance (TC&G). For both 
processes, the current as-is situation was revealed through insights of key stakeholders. Opportunities 
for improvement were identified and subsequently, an optimized to-be situation was recommended. 
The CC&G-process describes the coordination and governance of formal communication coming from 
the ITS department. This Formal ITS Communication was defined through eight types of 
communication that each target a specific topic: Planned Downtimes, Unplanned Downtime, System 
Releases & Go-Lives, Leadership Team Decisions, ITS Training, Official ITS Events, ITS Visibility and 
General Announcements. Semi-structured interviews with focus groups allowed to sketch out how 
these types are currently being communicated. The as-is situation varied between the different ITS 
units, as many different communications tools are being used. Microsoft Outlook is the only tool used 
for every type of Formal ITS Communication, but the employees seemed to be flooded by the high 
number of daily emails. The overall overload of virtual communication, which is dispersed across 
multiple channels, results in information being missed out and not easily retrievable. The lack of 
uniformity in Formal ITS Communication is likely caused by the absence of instructions and clear 
responsibilities. Therefore, the suggested to-be situation focused on creating guidelines for each type 
of Formal ITS Communication. These guidelines define how and by whom each type should be 
communicated. The main characteristics of the guidelines are simplification and centralization. On the 
one hand, one or multiple tools have been selected for each type of communication, of which the 
usage has also been standardized. On the other hand, we suggest centralizing all information on 
system releases and downtimes and making this accessible to all Galapagos employees. Similarly, 
information destined only for ITS employees should be communicated in a centralized place. The 
guidelines also advise to send out emails with standardized subjects and content. This way, Formal ITS 
Communication can be easily filtered from all other incoming messages.   

The second business process under investigation, the TC&G-process, describes how trainings on 
processes and procedures within the ITS department should be coordinated and governed. The as-is 
situation was obtained through multiple conversations with the training coordinator and consultation 
of existing internal sources. Currently, training documentation is stored at different locations. Besides 
this inconvenience, it is often unclear for an employee which role-based trainings he/she should 
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follow. The to-be situation focuses on the allocation of training documentation to the designated 
process, and of the employees to the correct role(s). The to-be situation for the TC&G-process was 
based on the Process Inventory Framework (PIF), which outlines the mutual relationships between 
processes, procedures, roles and training documentation. More specifically, the TC&G-process should 
allocate an employee to its correct role, which is inherently linked to a process- or procedure-based 
training. This way, training curricula can be created on the level of individual employees, roles and the 
entire ITS department. To facilitate the retrieval of training documentation, the development of the 
ITS Process Inventory Tool was initiated. This tool shall serve as a one-stop shop for end users towards 
ITS process related information, where all processes can be linked to their procedures and training 
documentation. Because of this centralization, the ambiguity surrounding ITS documentation can be 
reduced.  

The process discovery, analysis and redesign of CC&G and TC&G were the main points of focus of this 
project. The next step is to implement the suggested to-be situation and verify whether the processes 
have been improved. Since the ITS 2.0 project is the first BPM initiative within the ITS department, 
and even within Galapagos, the future will hold many more optimization cycles of the CC&G- and 
TC&G-processes, as well as all other processes in the Process Inventory List. After all, BPM is all about 
continuous improvement of business processes, and according to literature, this seems to be the key 
towards a successful organization. 
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5 Literature review 
5.1 Business Process Management 
Business Process Management (BPM) is a broad discipline that has significantly matured over the last 
decade (Pauwaert & Van Looy, 2014; Van Der Aalst, La Rosa, & Santoro, 2016). Organizations use this 
process-based management approach to improve the overall implementation of their business 
strategy (Pauwaert & Van Looy, 2014). The extensive literature available on BPM suggests that the 
performance of an organization is most effective when it focuses on BPM (Kang, Lee, Lee, & Baik, 
2012; Suša Vugec, Ivancic, & Milanovic Glavan, 2019). Because of this positive correlation, adoption 
of BPM is especially of interest for companies that operate in highly competitive market environments 
(Suša Vugec et al., 2019). In order to achieve the greatest benefits from BPM, the organization must 
focus on the demands of its end customer (Bernardo, Galina, & de Pádua, 2017). 

BPM involves the improvement, performance management and governance of business processes in 
order to achieve an organization’s strategic objectives. A business process (BP) is a structured set of 
activities and tasks designed to accomplish a specific organizational goal. More specifically, a BP 
describes which input is needed, which activities are performed, and what output is delivered, as well 
as which organizational units and IT systems are involved (Teixeira, Agrizzi, Filho, Rossetto, & Baldam, 
2017). An improved BP, which can be characterized by e.g., a higher efficiency or effectivity, allows for 
a better contribution to meet the company’s objectives  (Gabryelczyk, Biernikowicz, & Sipior, 2020; 
Jeston & Nelis, 2014). To measure this improvement, the process performance should be managed, 
meaning that all the components and subcomponents of the BP should be organized in such a way 
that they can provide their unique support to the process. Next to managing the BP, management of 
the people and their skills, motivation, performance measures and rewards is required as well. The 
governance of processes is necessary to induce compliance and adherence to regulations that have 
been outlined by the company. Process governance also implies that process performance should be 
measured correctly, so that it can be continuously improved and managed. In summary, BPM is used 
as a mean to achieve a process-based and high-performance organization management (Jeston & 
Nelis, 2014). 

5.2 Business Process Mapping and Modelling 
The first step in improving a BP is to understand the current situation, which is also called the as-is 
state. Gathering this information can be done through observation of the process, or by interviewing 
key stakeholders. This can be facilitated by representing the process graphically through BP mapping, 
which takes into account roles, responsibilities and standards. As BP mapping allows for 
documentation of the as-is state, this can be further analyzed in-depth by BP modelling, which aims 
to improve the process by resolving bottlenecks and other inefficiencies. BP modelling focuses on 
creating an optimized process, or the to-be state of the BP. In the end, BP mapping and modelling are 
both meant to facilitate communication between the stakeholders that are involved in the BPM 
initiative (Dumas, La Rosa, Mendling, & Reijers, 2018). 

 

5.2.1 Business Process Mapping methods 
SIPOC diagram 
A SIPOC diagram is a simple - high level - process mapping tool (Johnston & Dougherty, 2012).  The 
diagram consists out of the following five elements: supplier, input, process, output, customer (Table 
1).   
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Table 1 Content of the SIPOC Diagram. Retrieved from Klumbyte et al. (2020). 

Supplier Systems, people, organizations, or other sources that provide data or 
information used in the process. 

Input Materials, information, additional resources provide by suppliers and used in 
the process. 

Process A set of actions that change input data to output. 
Output Products or services that are created during the process and used by 

customers. 
Customers Individuals, groups of individuals, companies, systems, or processes in the next 

stages where final results are obtained. 
 

A SIPOC diagram is used to identify all relevant elements of a process (improvement) project and might 
lead to the identification of redundant and worthless operations (Bevilacqua et al., 2015). Klumbyte 
et al. (2020) declares that a SIPOC diagram is a convenient tool for the evaluation of particular 
solutions at the organizational level to increase the effectiveness of the regulatory processes. 

Swimming lane diagram 
Swimming lane diagrams are a type of flowchart that can be used to map out and visualize workflows. 
Every swimming lane allows the individual, in a particular role, to see their tasks, activities, decisions 
and information for which they are responsible. The swimming lane diagram captures each role and 
its interaction with other activities and with fellow roles within the process (Barbrow & Hartline, 2015). 
Compared to non-swimming lane diagrams, in which the names of the actors are mostly indicated 
inside the respective activity box, swimming lane diagrams seem to be more efficient in conveying 
information to the respective stakeholders (Jeyaraj & Sauter, 2014). 

RACI matrix 
The RACI matrix is another map, one that is focused on the stakeholders. A RACI assigns 
responsibilities to the members within an organization. RACI is an acronym derived from four key 
responsibilities: responsible, accountable or approver, consulted and informed (Table 2). 

It is of great importance that responsibilities and roles are identified between the different 
stakeholders during the work process. If this might not be the case, this can cause negative impact on 
the outcome (Lee et al., 2021).  

Table 2 Content of the RACI matrix. Retrieved from Cabanillas et al. (2012). 

Responsible Person who must perform the work, responsible for the activity until the work 
is finished and approved by an accountable. There is typically only one person 
responsible for an activity. 

Accountable 
Approver 

Person who must approve the work performed by the person responsible for 
an activity, and who becomes responsible for it after approval. There must be 
one and only one accountable for each activity. 

Consulted This role involves the people whose opinion is sought while performing the 
work, and with whom there is two-way communication. 

Informed Person who is kept up to date about the progress of an activity and/or the 
results of the work, and with whom there is just one-way communication. 
There may be more than one informed person for an activity.  
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5.2.2 Business Process Model and Notation  
A BP model’s structure is similar to that of a flowchart, except that it is composed of a specialized set 
of symbols called Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN). BPMN is a standardized graphic 
notation that is implemented in a modelling tool so that complex processes are comprehensible to all 
business users (Object Management Group, 2021). This syntax is ratified as ISO/IEC 19510 and bridges 
the gap between the BP design and its actual implementation (International Organization for 
Standardization, 2013). The latest version, BPMN 2.0.2, was published in 2014 by the Object 
Management Group (Object Management Group, 2021).   

The basic elements of a BP model encompass activities, events, gateways, participants, and the flow 
of the process itself. Each of these elements is depicted by a specific set of symbols (Figure 1). An event 
is a situation that triggers an activity, which is a task that must be executed in the process. Gateways, 
also called control nodes, indicate a point of convergence due to a decision that must be made. The 
order in which the different events, activities and/or gateways must be executed is determined 
through arrows that indicate the flow of the process. BPMN also includes notations for swimming lane 
diagrams, which are used to visually indicate the responsibilities and duties of the participants in the 
process (Jeyaraj & Sauter, 2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Several software tools that support BP modelling are available and can be categorized as either paper-
based diagramming tools or software-enabled analysis tools. Paper-based diagramming tools provide 
drawing support of diagrams with customized templates and shapes. FlowCharter, SmartDraw and 
Microsoft Visio are examples of such diagramming tools available on the market. Software-enabled 
analysis tools are also called Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools and are typically more 
advanced than paper-based diagramming tools. They offer features like a built-in event simulator, 
static analysis, dynamic modelling and standard database support (Wu, Fleming, Aouad, & Cooper, 
2001). 

Figure 1 Business Process Model and Notation. Events(A) are depicted as circles, activites(B) as rounded rectangles and (C) 
gateways as diamonds, whereas the flows (D) within the process are indicated by arrows. Figure retrieved from SmartDraw 
(2021). 

B. C.  A. 

D.  
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5.2.3 BPM lifecycle 

 
 

Figure 2  Business Process Management Lifecycle. Retrieved from Dumas et al. (2018). 

 
Historically, the BPM discipline was inspired by Total Quality Management (TQM). Whereas TQM 
focuses on continuous improvement of the quality of products and services, BPM takes this one step 
further. The BPM discipline aims to continuously improvement the processes that lie behind these 
products and services (Dumas et al., 2018). This BPM lifecycle-perspective is also supported by BPMN, 
as this notation enables to visualize both the as-is and to-be state of a process (Figure 2) (Bernardo et 
al., 2017). 

For organizations that have not focused on BPM initiatives before, the first step is to identify all 
processes that are related to the problem under investigation. Setting up the process scope is of high 
importance, as well as starting to identify linkages between these processes. As a result, the process 
architecture is determined, in which all processes and the relationships between them are outlined. 
Another element of this process identification phase is to define process performance measures, 
which can be related to cost, time or quality. After all, the purpose of BPM is to obtain improved 
business processes, so one should be able to score the process performance (Dumas et al., 2018). 

In the next phase, process discovery, the BP is analyzed more in-depth, resulting in one or multiple as-
is states of the BP that reflect the employees’ perspective on how the work is currently done. By 
analyzing the performance metrics of the current state of the process, issues and weaknesses can be 
identified and their impact can be assessed. This way, opportunities for process improvement can be 
spotted. In the process redesign phase, the costs and benefits of the proposed adjustments are 
analyzed to ensure that they don’t compromise the process. After evaluation of several candidate 
adjustments, the selected remedies are incorporated into the BP. This way, the original BP is 
redesigned to achieve the to-be state of the process. Again, multiple to-be states are possible and all 
of them should be analyzed in order to select one that leads to the most comprehensive outcome 
(Dumas et al., 2018).  

The subsequent phase covers process implementation, in which all necessary changes are made to the 
ways of working and the supporting IT systems. Thus, both organizational change management and 
process automation come into play to ensure that the to-be BP can be put into execution. Afterwards, 
it is important to keep control over the processes by monitoring them via their process performance 
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measures. This way, when some remedies do not meet the expectations, a new cycle of BPM can be 
initiated, and the improvement of the BP is sustained over time (Dumas et al., 2018). 

5.2.4 BPM Maturity Model 
Just like the BPM lifecycle describes improvement on the process level, one can take a higher-level 
perspective to assess the level of BPM implementation throughout the entire organization. The more 
a customer-oriented organization focuses on BPM, the better its operational and/or business 
performance outcomes will be (Willaert, Van Den Bergh, Willems, & Deschoolmeester, 2007). Gaining 
more maturity in BPM implies that the organization is be able to control these results in a better way 
(Bernardo et al., 2017). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More specifically, organization goes through several stages in order to become more mature in BPM 
(Figure 3). Starting from unstructured and ad hoc BPM initiatives in the initial phases, an organization 
may take a repeatable approach towards BPM by involving more employees into this process 
perspective. At the third stage, the organization has gained more experience in BPM, so it has a 
defined approach towards BPM. When its BPM initiatives are comprehensively aligned with the 
company’s strategic objectives, it will start experiencing the related benefits. In this fourth stage, the 
organization is able to manage its BPM activities. Finally, when BPM expertise has grown, BPM lifecycle 
management has been put into place and organization-wide involvement has been established, the 
BPM approach can be further optimized to create maximal value (Willaert et al., 2007). 

5.3 Organizational change management 
Balassanian (2007) stated that “The first and most obvious definition of change management is that 
the term refers to the task of managing change. Managing change is in itself a term that has at least 
two meanings. One meaning of ‘managing change’ refers to making changes in a planned and 
managed or systematic fashion. External events may also necessitate organizational change. Hence, 
the second meaning of managing change – the response to changes over which an organization 
exercises little or no control (e.g., a rapid rise in the price of oil, devaluation of the national currency, 
civil unrest, new legislation, and so on). The recognition of the need for timely adjustment to external 
events has given rise to the concept of the ‘learning organization’. Change management refers to an 
area of professional practice and the related body of knowledge that has grown up within and around 
this subject.” 

In the business environment, companies have difficulties with organizational change due to uncertain 
and complex projections of results (Al Alawi et al., 2019). Balassianan (2007) stated that the usage of 

 Figure 3 Maturity stages of BPM. Retrieved from Willaert et al. (2007) 
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suitable change methodologies and strategies arise, but that corporations often maintain a resistant 
attitude due to ambiguity of the possible outcomes. 

Within an organization, internal elements such as employees, company culture, policies, leadership 
style etc. have a huge impact on the success rate of change management (Ulrich and Brockbank, 2005). 
External factors (e.g., market environment, economic climate, industry sector, competitors etc.) also 
influence the changing process. However, a significant amount of research has been carried out on 
change management and might facility this process. 

One of the most famous theories is the Changing As Three Steps (CATS)-model from Kurt Lewin (1951), 
where he categories the change process in 3 steps: Unfreeze, Transition and Freeze. John Kotter (1955) 
elaborates on this with his eight-stage process, focused on a challenging environment. Kotter’s 
process was designed to bring innovation sense to corporate leadership (Gupta, 2011). The Prosci-
ADKAR-model is also widely known and implemented, which will be discussed next. 

 

5.3.1 ADKAR model 
Changes come to life on two dimensions: the business or project side of change and the people side 
of change. This is represented in Figure 4. Successful change is a result of both dimensions of change 
maturing simultaneously.  
 
Within the Business Dimension of Change, standard steps of a business change process where most 
managers will feel comfortable with are identified: 

• Identify a business need or opportunity 
• Define the project (scope and objectives) 
• Design the business solution (new processes, systems and organizational structure) 
• Develop the new processes and systems  
• Implement the solution into the organization 

 

 

Figure 4 Successful change based on the ADKAR model. 

Even with an effectively architected project plan, the most frequent reason for project failure is 
problems with the people side of change. In parallel, the five steps or outcomes to build on the people 
side of change are the elements of the ADKAR Model (Table 3). According to Hiatt (2006), the ADKAR 
model was designed to be an individual change management model. In other words, ADKAR 
represents the essential elements of change of a single individual person or groups (Table 3). 
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Table 3 Characteristics of the ADKAR model. Retrieved from AI Alawi et al. (2019). 

Awareness Awareness of the business reasons for change. Awareness is a goal or outcome 
of early communications related to an organizational change. 

 
Desire Desire to engage and participate in the change. Desire is a goal or outcome of 

sponsorship and resistance management. 
 

Knowledge Knowledge about how to change. Knowledge is a goal or outcome of training 
and coaching. 
 

Ability Ability to realize or implement the change at the required performance level. 
Ability is a goal or outcome of additional coaching, practice, and time. 
 

Reinforcement Reinforcement to ensure that change sticks. Reinforcement is a goal or 
outcome of adoption measurement, corrective actions, and recognition of 
successful change. 
 

 

When the ADKAR elements are achieved, change occurs at an individual organization level. The ADKAR 
model directs change management activities and is focused on outcomes, not tasks to be performed 
(Boca, 2013). The model is most often used by managers to diagnose the organization as an 
economical system resistance to change, help manager and employees’ transition through the change 
process, and create an action plan for professional development during change periods (Boca, 2013). 

 
The RACI- and ADKAR-model (explained in 6.2.1 and 6.3.1) are combined in Figure 5. While the ADKAR 
is beneficial because it summarizes the process steps of change, the RACI helps people to structure 
the information, it improves the communication as people receive a certain role within the 
organization. For a certain change the responsibles are in charge of the awareness from and desire of 
a certain change. The accountables do have the knowledge about how to change. The consulted 
parties make the change able. The informed parties do play an important role in order to reinforce 
the change.  

 

Figure 5  The link between the ADKAR and RACI models. Retrieved from Boca et al. (2016). 
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5.4 IT-system change management  
The Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) is being used as a systematic approach for the 
development of high-quality software systems. A software development methodology is the 
framework of the development of a software product which includes approaches to a range of 
activities such as planning and visualization, requirement determination, software modeling and 
design, coding, testing and deployment and maintenance (Rastogi, 2015).  

The SDLC includes various phases, from preliminary analysis to post-development testing and 
evaluation. A distinction can be made between two groups of methodologies that are used very often. 
On the one hand, the traditional development methodology with methodologies like Waterfall 
method and V- Model. On the other hand, the agile development methodology can be found with 
methodologies like lean development software, iterative model, scrum, feature driven development 
and many others (Leau et al., 2012). 

It is of great importance to practice the SDLC selection and adaption process correctly, as this has a 
big impact on the success of the software development. Criteria such as size of the team, geographical 
situation, size and complexity of the software, type of project, business strategy, engineering 
capability should be used to determine the appropriate SDLC (Leau et al., 2012). 

5.4.1 Traditional software development  
Traditional software development is based on sequential series of steps that will be followed each life 
cycle. There are four phases that are typical for traditional software development. The first step is to 
define and develop user requirements (USR) that are needed in the beginning of the project as well 
as the time that will be needed to go through all the phases. USR is a document that is used in software 
engineering and that clarifies what the user expects the software to be able to do. Usually, a meeting 
with the stakeholders will be held to discover all detailed requirements. The second step is the design 
and architectural planning phase where a model will be built whereas potential issues may arise. The 
next step is the development phase which aims to reach the specific requirements. The testing step 
will also begin during the development phase to guarantee that all the issues will be tackled. The 
customer will become a part of the testing step and will provide feedback, whereas the project will be 
done after applying this feedback.  The most important aspect of a successful project is knowing all 
the user requirements before the development phase. The conventional methods stress on contract, 
plan, processes, documents, and tools. The traditional methodologies also have disadvantages. For 
example, the system will be built in ‘one-shot’ fashion whereas adjustments afterwards will be very 
complicated (Leau et al., 2012). 

Waterfall model  
The classic model of software engineering is the Waterfall 
model (Figure 6) which is divided into sequential phases. The 
model begins with the determination of the software 
requirements. Afterwards, the architectural and detailed 
design is carried out and followed by coding, testing and 
maintenance (Mishra et al.,2013). The follow-up of the 
different phases follow a fixed structure so that the phase is 
not reviewed again and the development does not move to 
the next phase until previous phase has been completed. 
Using this model has certain advantages such as the 
identification of deliverables and milestones, published 
documents standards and easy implementation. On the 

Figure 6 Waterfall Method. Retrieved from 
Mishra et al. (2013). 
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other hand, the disadvantages are the difficulty to practice risk management and expensive to make 
changes to documents (Bhuvaneswari et al., 2013). 

V-sharped model  
The V-shaped model (Figure 7 )is a variant of the 
Waterfall model, but the big difference lies within the 
testing phase. As the testing procedures are developed 
earlier in the life cycle, this testing phase has a higher 
emphasis. By creating the system test plan before 
starting development, there is higher flexibility which 
leads to a higher chance of success. However, the V-
shaped model is very rigid and does not provide a clear 
path for problems (Bhuvaneswari et al., 2013). Thus, the 
disadvantages are the same as those of the Waterfall 
model (Mishra et al., 2013). 

 

5.4.2 Agile software development  
Agile software development is based on the idea of incremental and iterative development. The 
phases, called iterations, are divided into smaller parts conform to the conventional phases of 
development. The feedback of the customers is used to optimize the software by solving the issues. 
The most important agile factors are the early involvement of customer, the iterative development, 
the self-organizing teams, and the benefit of easy modification to change. There is no need for user 
requirement upfront within Agile SDLC and an end-product with a higher customer satisfaction will be 
delivered (Leau et al., 2012). 

Iterative model 
Unlike the traditional methodologies, the iterative model (Figure 8) does not begin with the 
specification of all the user requirements. The first step is specifying and implementing just a part of 
the software, while the next step is to review the implementation and detect further specifications by 
producing a new version of the software for each cycle of the model. The model exists of iterations 
that are mini-Waterfall processes, whereas the feedback of one iteration will provide further 
information for the next iteration (Rastogi, 2015). 

 

 
 
 

Figure 8 Iterative model. Retrieved from Mishra et al. (2013). 

Figure 7 V-shaped model. Retrieved from 
Mishra et al. (2013). 
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6 Galapagos’ ITS department as a case-study  
6.1 The ITS department of Galapagos 
Since Galapagos was founded in 1999, it has experienced tremendous growth and has taken the 
position of a commercial-stage biotechnology company specialized in the discovery and development 
of small molecule drugs. Beside this, the company wants to play a part in the commercialization of 
medicines and wants to become a global biopharmaceutical company. Galapagos’ mission is to 
discover and develop new medicines by using human primary and patients’ cells to understand the 
main targets that play a role in diseases like rheumatoid arthritis (RA), inflammatory bowel disease 
(IBD) and fibrosis. They want to develop medicines that do not just alleviate symptoms but that 
address the disease itself (Galapagos, 2019). By 2020, Galapagos had successfully secured the 
commercialization of Filgotinib, their anti-inflammatory drug for treatment of RA and potentially IBD, 
in Germany, Italy and the Netherlands, with other European countries to follow in the course of 2021 
(Galapagos, 2020).  

Today’s European market for drugs that treat inflammatory diseases is estimated to be €5.7 billion, 
with a 60%/40% ratio for RA and IBD therapies respectively (Galapagos, 2020). This market 
environment is highly volatile and in this ‘wave’ of uncertainty, Galapagos’ Information Technology & 
Services (ITS) department is the surfboard that allows the company to go with the flow instead of 
going under. The ITS team brings structure in the chaos of a commercial-stage biotech company. 
Whereas the true value of Galapagos is created in its R&D departments, this information should be 
organized and stored in the most optimal way so that it can provide a competitive advantage. The ITS 
department is responsible for establishing, monitoring, and maintaining all technology systems and 
services. Besides this, it also focuses on strategic planning to ensure that all initiatives are aligned with 
the overall business strategy: enriching drug design and commercialization through technological 
leadership and innovation. Because of ITS’ support, Galapagos is able to create optimal value for 
patients by taking a pioneering position (Galapagos, 2019). 

Aligned with the customer-focused vision of the ITS department, they have an important role to play 
in the four business areas of Galapagos. Combing the knowledge of the smartest researchers with the 
best IT technology describes the involvement in the Research area. In the Development area, ITS has 
the capabilities to process data and link it to patient’s welfare and health economic outcomes. Based 
on customer insights, a commercial machinery is built to provide a competitive advantage in the 
Commercial area. In the business area, called Shared Services, the ITS department ensures profitability 
and the license to operate and building a technological backbone that is future-proof (De Jonghe, 
2021).  

6.2 Transformation towards ITS 2.0 
Galapagos experienced a rapid organic growth, increasing from 725 to 1,489 employees in two years 
(Galapagos, 2018-2020). Besides benefits, this also created organizational problems in the beating 
heart of the company, the ITS department. The number of new hires in 2020 had more than doubled 
compared to 2018, which led to a shift from cooperation between small groups towards complex 
communicative and cooperative flows between larger teams.  

Last year, Galapagos’ ITS department initiated the ‘ITS 2.0’ project with the aim to better align the 
mission of ITS with the overall business strategy of the company. The project focuses on the redesign 
of ITS’ organizational structure in order to become more lean and agile. This includes an engaged and 
mobilized IT workforce delivering on ITS strategy, driving value for the business within budget and a 
healthy mix of internal and external resources. Additionally, they want to identify the main business 
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processes and how the work to be done should be divided, across and within the units, in the most 
efficient manner.  

The level of BMP implementation throughout the entire organization can be evaluate by the BPM 
maturity model (Willaert et al., 2007). Galapagos is in the first phase of working ‘process-based’, which 
is characterized by unstructured and ad hoc BPM initiatives.  Galapagos's first BPM initiative was to 
identify and map out all ITS processes. In this way, responsibilities could be assigned. As a result, the 
process inventory list was formed, which will logically be expanded as more processes are identified. 
The PIF is an essential part of ITS 2.0, as it has the goal to identify and map the different business 
processes (Figure 9). The process inventory framework (PIF) is centralized around these processes, in 
which relations will be indicated. In a process, one or multiple ITS role(s) are involved. The ITS Role 
involved in a particular process needs to be trained. A process can have procedures (POL, SOP, WI, 
RAC ,..) which can be QMS (GxP regulated) or non-QMS. These processes and procedures have training 
documentation. For processes, the training documentation includes the process map and additional 
documents. For procedures, the training documentation includes the procedures documents QMS 
(quality documentation) and non-QMS (ITS business documents) and additional documents.  

 
 
 
Figure 9 Process Inventory Framework. Abbreviations: PAF, personal assignment file; POL, policy: SOP, standard operating 

procedure; WI, work instruction. 

6.3 Problem statement  
Our work can be positioned within the context of ITS 2.0 and consists of taking the subsequent steps 
within the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al., 2018). The processes in scope entail the Communication 
Coordination & Governance (CC&G) and Training Coordination & Governance (TC&G). These are two 
processes within the ITS process inventory list. The process identification of CC&G and TC&G has 
already been done by the project team. The main problem, which applies to both processes, is the 
absence of guidelines. The CC&G-process handles communication, which is based on personal 
preferences in nature and consequently makes the overall system and interface chaotic. The TC&G-
process faces the same issue and is even more complicated since training documentation, training 
updates and other relevant information get lost due to a lack of guidelines and rules. 
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The next phase of the BPM lifecycle covers the process discovery, which will lead to the as-is situation 
of the two processes. The process analysis and process redesign are also conducted during this 
project. Given the short period of time, the last two phases (process implementation and process 
monitoring) will not be done among us. However, some preparatory work was being carried out: 
training lists were outlined, guidelines that should be trained are written down etc.  

6.3.1 Communication Coordination & Governance  
A survey, conducted by the project team, identified the main challenges in the ITS department.  
Hereby, communication emerged as a big issue in the units: On an organizational level, there was 
stated that there is need for “better communication guidance between units and better knowledge 
sharing to ensure better information sharing”. On a lower – team level, communication seems to be 
an issue because of the fragmented tools that are currently used.  

Based on this survey, the BP Communication Coordination & Governance was identified. The major 
issue, as mentioned above, is the shortage of guidelines concerning communication. A lack of 
standardization, alignment and regulations cause frustrations and is furthermore a loss of time. 
However, the term “communication” is wide-ranging and multidimensional. For the sake of our 
project, some delineation of the term is necessary in order to handle the problem.  

The scope has been limited to Official or ‘Formal ITS Communication’, which can be defined by eight 
different types of communication (Table 4). This definition had been established after a number of 
introductory discussions with our project team. Their inside knowledge made it possible to distinguish 
between informal day-to-day communication and Formal ITS Communication.  
 

Table 4 Formal ITS Communication as defined by the eight different types of communication. 

1 
 
 

Planned down time  
Scheduled maintenance during which a system cannot be used as normally intended. 

2 Unplanned down time  
Unscheduled maintenance during which a system cannot be used as normally 
intended. 

3 System releases and go-lives 
New software available or upgrades. 

4 Leadership Team decisions 
Communication on decisions made by the Leadership Team. The Leadership Team 
consists out of all head of units. They gather on a monthly basis and decide the 
strategic direction of the ITS department. 

5 Communication on ITS training 
Updates on training documentation, announcement of new trainings. 

6 Communication on Official ITS events 
Invitations and practical details about the event. 

7 Communication to enhance ITS visibility 
Updates about ongoing projects and initiatives within the ITS department. 

8 General announcements 
- Introduction of new hires. 
- Updates and new formal information, excluding all previous types of communication. 
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The choice for setting the scope of our project on Formal ITS Communication can be extensively 
substantiated. Formal ITS Communication is often one-way or “push” communication, which is sent 
from the top and received by a large audience. Once the trend of standardized communication is 
followed by some key people/managers, it provides the incentive to follow-up on this at a lower level, 
later in time. Thus, such a ‘top-down’ approach towards implementing compliance of guidelines 
seemed appropriate.  It also has a strategic role to play: the messages communicated are often of 
great importance, and therefore have a greater impact in case something goes wrong (compared to 
informal day-to-day communication). Informal day-to-day communication within ITS is currently being 
addressed in a parallel project within the ITS department. The project is still in the infancy stage but 
there is already thought about.  

6.3.2 Training Coordination & Governance – development tool  
The TC&G process faces the same difficulties as the CC&G-process: a lack of guidelines. Additionally, 
training information is scattered around, both in offline and online locations. There is not enough 
clarity on existing training, training content, training delivery and training designs.  

In order to fully understand the TC&G-process, a clear distinction must be made between non-QMS 
and QMS trainings. Quality Management System (QMS) trainings are training courses concerning GxP-
regulated processes, which are compliant to Good Practice quality guidelines and regulations. The “x” 
represents various fields, including the pharmaceutical and biotechnological industries. These 
trainings are mandatory of nature since they are subject to control by third parties. The QMS training 
courses are all centralized within a highly regulated system of Galapagos, called VEEVA-VAULT. For 
this reason, the QMS trainings are out of scope for this exercise, but they will not be completely 
sidelined. Non-QMS trainings concerns trainings available for ITS employees that are not mandatory, 
because they are not GxP-regulated. It is not intended that the training coordinator will follow up if 
one has followed the course or not. A complete overview of all trainings related to ITS processes, non-
QMS and QMS, can be obtained by creating a centralized page, called the ITS Process Inventory Tool 
(PIT). The ITS PIT would serve as a one-stop-shop for training, accessible by all ITS employees. 
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7 Methodology 
 

7.1 Research question 
The research question is defined as followed: “How can the organically grown tasks - (1) 
Communication Coordination and Governance and (2) Training Coordination and Governance - be 
professionalized based on existing BPM knowledge?”.  

 

7.2 Empirical research and overall methodological approach 
The research can be categorized as an inductive study (Table 5). The study is built on observations 
from which problems were exposed. The analysis is given in section 9.1.1 and 9.2.1 , followed by our 
recommendations in section 9.1.2 and 9.2.2. 

A qualitative methodological approach is applicable for this research. The gathered information 
involves non-numerical data, opinions, and experiences from Galapagos’ employees. Qualitative 
interviews were preferred above surveys, seen the aim was to gather qualitative information, rather 
thang create a large data basis.  

Table 5 Elements of an inductive study. 

Gather Data Look for Patterns Develop Theory 

Specific level of focus Analysis General level of focus 

 

From an overarching perspective, this qualitative research is a case study since the project utilized 
various methods: interviews were conducted, and internal company documents were used. This 
crucial difference allowed to make a distinction between (1) Communication Coordination & 
Governance and (2) Training Coordination & Governance with the development of the ITS Process 
Inventory Tool (PIT).  

 

7.3 Communication Coordination & Governance 
7.3.1 Methods 
The qualitative study on the CC&G-process can be categorized as an expert interview study. The 
respondents were regarded as specialists in the subject of interest, as all of them face formal 
communication on a regularly basis. As the problem is scoped within ITS, the interviewees carried 
deep knowledge of the research object. The in-depth interviews aimed at studying the individual's 
personal experience and everyday opinions. The purpose of the expert interview was to obtain 
additional unknown or reliable information, authoritative opinions, and professional assessments of 
the research topic (Libokova & Sertakova, 2015). 

The study was done based on semi-structured interviews within the ITS-department. Since each 
interviewee had a different view and role within sending and receiving formal communication, semi-
structured interviews were most appropriate. This allowed to place the emphasis differently 
depending on the group and to interact on responses. Nevertheless, the structure of the interviews 
was almost always the same.  
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The interviews were conducted via Zoom videocall, whereas we, the interviewers, were physically 
seated together to facilitate intervention. Every interview lasted approximately 60 minutes each and 
were audio recorded via phone, as all the interviewees agreed on that. Each interview was monitored 
by the three researchers, whereby two researchers actively asked questions. The third person studied 
the body language of the interviewees and took notes. This allocation of roles switched across the 
different interviews.  

Since the scope was of utmost importance to obtain correct information, we - the interviewers – 
started the interview by clarifying the term ‘Formal ITS Communication’. Formal ITS Communication 
is defined by eight types of communication (Table 4). The first part of the interview questioned 
whether the focus groups (1) receive and/or send these types of Formal ITS Communication, (2) what 
communication tools they use to do so – the as-is situation, (3) how they experience it and (4) what 
they would change about the specific type of Formal ITS Communication in an ideal world – the to-be 
situation. During the second part of the interview, more open-ended questions were asked, tailored 
on their previous answers. Here we asked more details about the general bottlenecks, urgent 
communication tools, the way one can currently distinguish Formal ITS Communication from informal 
day-to-day communication and whether approvals are expected to communicate the Formal ITS 
Communication.  

For virtual business communication, Galapagos makes use of commercially available software as a 
service (SaaS). Last year, the Microsoft Office 365 (O365) package was implemented by Galapagos to 
create a digital workplace with efficient communication and collaboration. This package includes tools 
for individual use, and for collaborating and communicating with others. The interviews focused on 
the Microsoft O365 communication tools, as well as other communication platforms available at 
Galapagos (Table 6). 
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Table 6 Communication tools and platforms available at Galapagos. 

 

Outlook 
A Microsoft O365 platform for personal information management. The main features 
considered during the interviews were the email reader, calendaring, and contact 
management. 

 

Teams 
A Microsoft O365 platform for business communication and collaboration. The main 
features considered during the interviews were the teams and channels, as well as text, 
audio and video chatting. A plug-in for Outlook is available to invite other people into the 
Teams meeting. 

 

Yammer 
A Microsoft O365 platform for social networking, communication, and collaboration within 
organizations. It can be described as the Facebook for business.  

 

Galapedia 
A SharePoint site created by Galapagos as a landing page for their employees, where news 
is shared, documents are stored, and all Galapagos-wide information can be placed. 
SharePoint is a Microsoft O365 tool for web-based collaboration. 

 

Zoom 
A software program for text, audio and video chatting, owned by Zoom Video 
Communications. A chat feature is available during the video meeting, but according to 
Galapagos’ security measures, messages posted in the chat are deleted after seven days. 

 

Skype for Business 
A Microsoft O365 software service for text, audio and video chatting. The phasing out of this 
tool is ongoing at Galapagos, as its features will be replaced by Teams in the course of 2021. 

 

Whatsapp 
A freeware for cross-platform text, audio and video messaging, owned by Facebook, Inc. A 
cellular phone number is required to sign up for the service. Galapagos does not officially 
acknowledge the use of WhatsApp for business purposes.   

 

On-site TV screens 
On the premises of Galapagos, TV screens are present that display information destined for 
all employees. The content is managed by a dedicated team of the ITS department.  

 

Digitalks 
An initiative of the ITS management, where monthly meetings are set up to give some 
insights into strategic and project-related topics to the entire ITS department. Pre-COVID-
19, these sessions were organized on-site, whereas now they take place in an online setting. 

 

7.3.2 Sampling strategy 
A non-probability sampling method has been applied, in order to obtain sample that is representative 
for the entire ITS department. All ITS units and all hierarchical levels were included in the sample.   

By applying purposeful sampling, eight focus groups were created. The focus groups were composed 
by focusing on similarities: on the one hand people on the same hierarchal level, on the other hand 
people employed within the same ITS-department (Table 7).  
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Table 7 Interviewed focus groups. 

Same hierarchical level 

# Focus group name Hierarchical 
level Participants Specification of each 

participant 
1 Vice-President (VP) 

of ITS department 
n Henk De Jonghe  

 
Vice President 

2 Business 
Departments (BD)  
(n-1) 
 

n-1 
n-1 
n-1 
n-1 

Jan Smit  
Christophe Frere  
Boris Harding (replaced by 
spokesperson Evelien Micholt (n-2) 
Kris Van Hemelrijck  

BD Com & MedAff – LT 
BD Shared Services – LT 
BD Research – LT 
BD Development 
 

3 Business Intelligence 
(OPS-BI) & SAP 
 

n-2 
n-2 

Jerk Decorte  
Tom Delesie  

SAP 
OPS-BI 

Same ITS-department 

# Focus group name Hierarchical 
level Participants Specification of each 

participant 
4 Project & Portfolio 

Management (PMO) 
n-1 
n-2 

Rens van den Boomen  
Ann Teck  
 

LT 

5 Operations (OPS) 
 

n-1 
n-2 
n-3 
n-3 
n-3 
n-2 

Pieter Bosmans  
Luc Ballegeer  
Dwino Panis  
Frederic Serre  
Steve Verdaet  
Hans Gierts  

LT 
ITS Service Desk 
ITS Service Desk 
ITS Service Desk – Ext 
ITS Infrastructure 
ITS infrastructure 
 

6 Security & 
Compliance (SCO) 

n-3 
n-2 

Jasper Migom  
Natasja Bastiaens  
 

Security 
Risk & Compliance 

7 Business 
Departments (DB)  
(n-2 & n-3) 

n-2 
n-2 
n-3 

Hilde Wauman  
Francesco Fiorentini  
Filip Heylen  
 

BD Shared Services 
BD Development 
BD Development 

8 Digital Strategy & 
Transformation 
(DS&T) 
 

n-1 
n-2 

Tom Steggerda  
Kris Ulens  
 

LT 

 

As Formal ITS Communication is an ITS-wide problem, we considered it essential to cover the entire 
ITS department. The preference for group interviews was rather for pragmatic considerations due to 
time constraints.  However, the focus group generated valuable discussions among the participants. 

Nevertheless, we are aware that they come with a cost. Individual opinions, critical perspectives and 
subtile signs of disagreements can get lost (compared to one-on-one interviews). Since there were 
three moderators, one person monitored the non-verbal body language to stimulate them to share 
their different opinion. This risk has been considered when analyzing the interviews afterwards. 
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7.3.3 Analyze the data 
The audio recordings have been re-listened and translated into English, as seven out of eight 
interviews were conducted in Dutch. A Selective Protocol (Mayring, 2014) is applied as a transcription 
system where only the relevant elements are written down. This choice can be justified as 
interviewees often outlined a complete situation in order to raise a particular issue. Given the scope 
and purpose of the interviews, comprehensive and/or verbatim protocol seemed irrelevant. This 
would have been time-consuming while resulting in little added value. The interviews yielded useful 
information and were summarized. The summaries can be found in (Appendix 1).  

The summaries of the interviews were reprocessed into structured tables based on the types of formal 
communications on (1) types of formal communication and on (2) the tools. This made it possible to 
compare the output of different interviews afterwards (Appendix 2).  A SIPOC (Figure 10) of the CC&G-
process helped us to structure the output of the interviews.  

 

7.4 Training Coordination & Governance 
7.4.1 Methods 
The data gathering for the TC&G-process happened through interviews and via secondary research. 
The interviews can be seen as multiple informal conversations and discussions with some key figures. 
These conversations were always planned but developed over time. In the beginning, we took on the 
role of (passive) listeners in order to outline the training process and to get to know the difficulties 
that it encountered. Later, the conversations became more specific and more structured. However, 
we cannot consider this to be the classic interview model. The snowball model, a non-probability 
sampling method, is applied here. During the interviews, interesting people who had specific 
knowledge were often mentioned, with whom we planned a new interview later. We had our first 
conversations with our project team, who led us to the Training Coordinator, on who in turn referred 
us to other contact persons. 

In order to outline the TC&G-process and to develop the PIT, secondary data has been used as well: 
existing databases about the process inventory, existing visuals, training materials, lists of BPOs, 
procedures and training materials were consulted. They all originated from Galapagos' intranet. Both 
the OneDrive, with its collection of working documents, and the SharePoint page (called Galapedia) 
with approved and official documents were analyzed and used. In addition, Galapedia itself was also 
explored in greater depth. 

7.4.2 Analyze the data 
The insights into existing documentation and the expert conversations provided a broad picture of the 
training coordination. However, information arrived fragmented. In order to analyze and structure the 
input, it was opted similar to CC&G, to develop a SIPOC. In addition, we have chosen to create 
Swimming Lanes to analyze the retrieved data on a lower and so, more detailed level.  
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8 Results and discussion  
Both the CC&G- and TC&G-processes are analyzed and discussed based on the BPM lifecycle (Dumas 
et al., 2018). First, the process discovery phase is elaborated. The as-is situation of CC&G was obtained 
by conducting semi-structured interviews, whereas the as-is situation of TC&G became clear through 
multiple informal conversations with e.g. our project team. Afterwards, the processes were analyzed, 
and potential redesign was recommended, so that eventually, the to-be situations for CC&G and TC&G 
were obtained, which are described in detail below. 

8.1 Communication Coordination & Governance 
8.1.1 As-is situation 
Currently, no guidelines or responsibilities are outlined for Formal ITS Communication within the ITS 
department. As a result, Formal ITS Communication happens via many different tools and varies 
between the different ITS units (Appendix 1). Mr. Henk De Jonghe, Vice-President of the ITS 
department, stated that “Communication is a two-way street. There are many different 
communication tools, and the choice for a tool is very personal.” However, it is impossible to consider 
everyone’s personal preferences when it comes to formal communication. Also, he mentioned that 
“people are overloaded with virtual communication”, which was verified by all focus groups (Appendix 
1) seemed to be an overall need for simplicity and clarity. All focus groups agreed with the fact that 
order could be created in this chaos by composing clear guidelines that define who must use which 
tool for each type of Formal ITS Communication.  

 

Table 8 As-is situation regarding the tools used for Formal ITS Communication. 

 Outlook Zoom Teams Yammer Galapedia WhatsApp On-site TV 
screens Digitalks Skype for 

business 

Planned 
Downtime X  X X      

Unplanned 
Downtime X  X X  X    

System Releases 
& Go-Lives X   X X     

Leadership 
Team Decisions X X X  X   X  

ITS Training X  X  X     

Official ITS 
Events X  X X X     

Enhancing ITS 
Visibility X    X   X  

General 
Announcements X X X X X  X X  

 

In general, Outlook was used for each type of Formal ITS Communication. The major problem with this 
tool is the overload of daily incoming emails. Some people have trouble managing their inbox, while 
others have a better control over their Outlook. However, in the focus groups it became clear that the 
majority of these emails were not related to Formal ITS Communication, but rather to informal day-
to-day communication like project or other operational work. Another big issue that was raised during 
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the interviews was the fact that information is dispersed across different channels, leading to 
information being missed out and not easily retrievable. 

For sending and receiving communication on Planned Downtimes, Outlook is currently used by all 
focus groups. The main problem with this tool is the high number of incoming emails handling Planned 
Downtimes of a system they do not use. In general, there is no uniform way of communicating Planned 
Downtimes. The PMO focus group indicated that Yammer is used sometimes, but information posted 
here is not read by everyone while every Galapagos employee should get informed about this topic. 
The SCO focus group mentioned that a small Teams group exists to give updates about Planned 
Downtime related to certain projects, but this is also not directed to the entire company. The BD (n-2 
& n-3) focus group also mentioned that, for certain applications, an informative message is posted on 
the application itself, without additional communication about this. 

In the as-is situation of Unplanned Downtimes, the same tools are used as those for communicating 
Planned Downtimes. The same problems are encountered as well, namely that the emails are not 
tailored towards the users of a system. On the other hand, the PMO focus group mentioned that 
Unplanned Downtimes are not always communicated. This was confirmed by the OPS-BI & SAP focus 
group, who stated that they do not always communicate when the downtime concerns a non-critical 
system. An extra tool used for Unplanned Downtime seems to be WhatsApp, as indicated by the OPS 
and BD (n-1) focus groups. The Unit Operations has a WhatsApp group for handling escalations, which 
are incidents with a high priority that have been reported to the Service Desk and need to be solved 
urgently. A dedicated process for incident management has already been established by the ITS team. 
However, this type of communication is not regarded to be formal, as this chatgroup is only used 
internally by people solving the problem.  

All but one focus groups receive communication on System Releases & Go-Lives on Outlook. Half of 
the focus groups mentioned Galapedia as a communication tool, while Yammer was indicated by three 
groups. Accordingly, the major problem with this type of Formal ITS Communication is a lack of 
uniformity and too little alignment of the expectations on how to communicate Go-Lives towards the 
whole company. This leads to ad hoc, unstructured and dispersed communication by different 
senders, using different tools. 

Leadership Team (LT) Decisions. The extent to which decisions are communicated from the LT to 
hierarchical levels depends on the engagement of an employee’s line manager. If they are 
communicated, the line manager mostly gives an oral explanation during a video meeting on Zoom or 
Teams. Three out of six focus groups also indicated Outlook as a communication tool, while the BD (n-
1) focus group also stated that some LT Decisions are clarified during the Digitalks sessions. In general, 
LT Decisions are not communicated enough, and if they are, the communication is unstructured and 
ad hoc.  

All focus groups receive communication on ITS Training via Outlook, including calendar invites and 
many reminders. The main issue with emails on ITS Training is that they are sent out on a too short 
notice. The DS&T focus group mentioned that in the past, updates on ITS trainings were sometimes 
posted on Teams. However, it is hard to follow up on all notifications of Teams, which leads to 
information getting lost. The DS&T and BD (n-1) focus groups mentioned that the online location of 
ITS trainings is very fragmented, as different training materials are dispersed across Galapedia and 
other platforms created for GxP-regulated training material. Content-wise, the BD (n-2 & n-3) focus 
group indicated that some trainings can be tiring and repetitious, so they could be ‘spiced up’ a bit. 
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In the as-is situation, Official ITS Events are communicated via Outlook, including calendar invitations. 
Whereas the DS&T focus group indicated Teams as a communication channel, the SCO focus group 
mentioned that such events are also posted on Yammer, and often a link to this post is put on 
Galapedia as well. When a post is placed on Yammer, it is possible to receive a notification via email. 
However, throughout the interviews it became clear that there is still a large group of employees that 
do not use Yammer frequently. 

During the conversation with the Vice-President (VP) of the ITS department, it became clear that more 
communication is needed to put the ITS department in the spotlight. Mr. De Jonghe is a big supporter 
of enhancing ITS Visibility.  He is part of the team that organizes Digitalks, this is currently done by 
elucidating certain projects during these sessions. However, the participation rate has been dropping 
lately, which can most likely be explained by the organizational details, given that it is organized online, 
during lunch time. In addition, people also seem to be fed up with virtual meetings and miss the 
informal real-life setting of such Digitalks. Galapedia is also used to post certain topics that can 
enhance the visibility of ITS, as it is assumed that this tool reaches everyone within Galapagos. 
However, from these interviews, this does not always seem to be the case. Not everyone has 
Galapedia set up as their homepage, leading to certain information that can be missed. 

General Announcements are communicated via all tools, except via Whatsapp and Skype for Business. 
Outlook was mentioned by most focus groups and goes hand-in-hand with the overload of incoming 
emails. This type of Formal ITS Communication is inconsistent. The onboarding of new employees is a 
specific type of General Announcement that does not get enough attention yet. Because the ITS 
workforce exists out of about 70% external consultants, there is a high turnover rate. It is important 
that everyone is brought up to date when new people are joining the team, so efficient collaboration 
can take place. 

8.1.2 To-Be situation  
Based on the information gathered from the semi-structured interviews, a SIPOC diagram was created 
(Figure 10). The suppliers can be seen as all ITS employees who are in charge of sending Formal ITS 
Communication. The input of the process is the communication itself and can be defined by the eight 
types of Formal ITS Communication (Table 4). The CC&G-process starts with managing the guidelines 
on Formal ITS Communication, which includes keeping them up to date and ensuring its relevance. 
Afterwards, training should be provided to all senders of this communication, so that the guidelines 
are read and understood by all of them. Our suggestion would be to organize an additional classroom 
training that elaborate on specific ‘real-life’ examples of Formal ITS Communication. After this 
knowledge transfer, compliance of the senders towards these guidelines should be monitored (Figure 
11). This way, the output of this CC&G-process is Formal ITS Communication in compliance with the 
guidelines and templates, which are thus used as a measure for control and governance. The 
customers of this process are the recipients of the Formal ITS Communication, which is generalized to 
all Galapagos employees.  
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Figure 10 SIPOC diagram of the Communication Coordination & Governance process. 

 

 

 

Figure 11 Business process map of Communication Coordination & Governance. 

 

As mentioned in the SIPOC of the CC&G-process, guidelines have been created for each type of Formal 
ITS Communication, while considering all suggestions made by the focus groups. These guidelines 
clarify by whom and how each type should be communicated. Responsibilities have been outlined for 
each type of Formal ITS Communication in the format of a RACI matrix, which is elaborated in the 
guidelines themselves. The responsible person should send out the specific type of formal ITS 
communication and is held responsible for doing this until it has been approved by the accountable 
person. This person must approve the communication send out by the responsible, after which the 
accountable becomes responsible himself. The responsible should seek the opinion of the consulted 
person for eventually sending out the communication to all the relevant recipients, who are called the 
informed people. Because there is a high need for simplicity and structure in the way of 
communicating, one or multiple tools have been selected to use for each type of Formal ITS 
Communication (Table 9). The usage of these tools has been standardized as well and are elaborated 
in the following sections. 
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Table 9 Overview of the selected communication tools for Formal ITS Communication. 

Type of Formal ITS Communication Selected communication tools 

Planned Downtime  - System Information Platform on Galapedia 
- Outlook email 

Unplanned Downtime  
- System Information Platform on Galapedia 
- Outlook email 
- Banner at ServiceNow 

System Releases and Go-Lives - System Information Platform on Galapedia 
- Outlook email 

Leadership Team Decisions - ITS Internal Teams 

Communication on ITS training - ITS Internal Teams 
- Outlook email 

Communication on Official ITS events - ITS Internal Teams 
- Outlook email 

Communication to enhance ITS Visibility - ITS Internal Teams 

General Announcements: new hires - ITS Internal Teams 

General Announcements: others - ITS Internal Teams 

 

When looking at the as-is situation in general, Outlook is used for all Formal ITS Communication types. 
Regardless of the overload of incoming emails, this tool is preferred by the big majority of interviewees 
for receiving formal communication. Because of this, Outlook was chosen as a default tool in case 
information must reach the entire company.  

However, due to the high volume of incoming emails, formal information might get lost when Outlook 
is used as a single communication tool. Especially information on systems, when they are up and 
down, should be easier retrievable and accessible by everyone at all times. For this reason, we suggest 
creating a centralized page on Galapedia, called the System Information Platform (SIP), which contains 
all information on systems available at Galapagos. In addition, an email should be sent out on Outlook 
as “push” communication on these topics. This standardized email should always contain a hyperlink 
towards the SIP, so that people are stimulated to check out this page and keep it in mind for whenever 
they might need information on a system. 

An additional tool is proposed for Unplanned Downtimes, namely a banner at ServiceNow. 
ServiceNow is the ticket-logging system of the Global ITS Service Desk team, where Galapagos 
employees can log any IT-related issue they are encountering. The ServiceNow website can be 
retrieved from the central Galapedia website. It is possible to create a ‘banner’, which is a pop-up 
message that is displayed at the top of the ServiceNow website. In case of Unplanned Downtimes, a 
banner can be created to inform people about the system issue. On the one hand, this avoids an 
overload of tickets reporting the downtime and creates more time for the Service Desk to solve the 
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problem. On the other hand, the banner shall contain a short message stating “Unplanned Downtime 
of System name. For more information, click here.” and a hyperlink towards the SIP. This way, people 
are stimulated to check out the SIP, and learn about the existence of such a centralized page. In the 
long run, people should go to the SIP to check out whether there is a downtime ongoing before they 
log a ticket on ServiceNow. 

While (Un)Planned Downtimes and System Releases & Go-Lives should be communicated outside of 
the ITS department, all other types of Formal ITS Communication are intended for ITS employees only. 
To this end, it is suggested to create a new Teams group for the entire ITS department. This was 
already an ongoing project within the department, so specific recommendations were given for the 
technical setup of the different types of communication within this ITS Internal Teams-environment. 
No additional “push” communication via Outlook is recommended, except for communication on ITS 
Training and ITS Events, since these should include calendar invites.  

Another general recommendation for filtering formal ITS emails out of other emails (related to 
projects and other day-to-day work), is to create standardized subjects for them. This way, the 
recipients have the option to set up rules and folders in their Outlook, so those incoming messages 
can be automatically assigned to their designated folder. Instructions on this email management were 
provided to the company, so that, in the future, training can be provided to the recipients of such 
formal ITS emails (Appendix 3). Moreover, by standardizing the structure of these messages, 
unambiguity is created for the recipients. To this end, specific Outlook email templates for on 
(Un)Planned Downtimes, System Releases & Go-Lives and ITS Training have been generated and 
provided to the company, along with instructions for implementing the email-template in Outlook. 
For ITS Events, no templates were created because of the varying nature of this communication. 
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8.1.2.1 Guidelines for Planned Downtime 
Firstly, the system owner shall update the SIP on Galapedia with the 
relevant information on the planned downtime (Table 10). Secondly, the 
system owner shall send out a standardized email well in advance to (all 
impacted) Galapagos employees. A distinction is made between critical 
and non-critical systems. For Planned Downtime of critical systems, a 
second (reminder) email shall be sent by the system owner one day before 
the downtime. The procedure for communicating Planned Downtimes is 
the same within and outside office hours (Table 11). In case Planned 
Downtime takes longer than planned, this shall be considered as 
Unplanned Downtime and the guidelines shall be followed. 

The Head of Unit of the system owner is held accountable for the formal 
communication of the Planned Downtimes. The service delivery manager 
shall be consulted when necessary. All Galapagos employees or specific 
target audiences shall be informed.  

 

Table 10 Who shall communicate Planned Downtimes. 

Responsible  System owner 

Accountable  Head of Unit of the system owner  

Consulted  Service delivery manager 

Informed 
 All GLPG employees fine graded to specific target         
audience where possible 

 

 

 

 

Table 11 How shall Planned Downtimes be communicated. 

 Critical System Non-Critical System 

Office hours 
and non-
office hours 

- Galapedia post 
- Outlook email:  

o 1st email well in 
advance 

o 2nd email one day 
before the downtime 

- Galapedia post 
- Outlook email: 

o One email well in 
advance 

 

Galapedia – SIP 
The SIP should be updated with the following information: 

System down Name of system that is down 

Timing Day(s) and hour(s) that the system will be down 

Responsible Who’s the spokesperson for this downtime? If there 
are difficulties or problems, this person should be 
contacted. This is the system owner. 

Description Additional information can be written down here. 

- What is the reason? 
- What is the impact? 
- Who is impacted? 

Outlook email 
An Outlook email template has been created for standardizing the 
information that is communicated on Planned Downtimes (Appendix 4). 
The document name has also been standardized with ‘TMP’ as a prefix, 
TMP Email Planned Downtimes, according to the naming convention that 
we defined (Appendix 5).   
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8.1.2.2 Guidelines for Unplanned Downtime 
The service manager shall inform the system owner about the downtime 
as soon as possible (Table 12). The service delivery manager shall update 
the SIP on Galapedia with the relevant information on the Unplanned 
Downtime. Thirdly, the service delivery manager shall send out a 
standardized email, with the ITS-all email address, as soon as possible to 
all (impacted) Galapagos employees. In addition, the service delivery 
manager shall create a banner on ServiceNow to inform people about the 
Unplanned Downtime. The procedure for the critical and non-critical 
systems is identical (Table 13).   

The Head of Unit of the system owner is held accountable for the formal 
communication of the Unplanned Downtimes. The service delivery 
manager shall be consulted when necessary. All Galapagos employees 
and/or specific target audiences shall be informed.  

When an unplanned downtime has ended, the service delivery manager 
shall communicate this to the same recipients of the previous email. A new 
email will be sent via the same ‘ITS-all’ email address, when the system is 
up and running again. The service delivery manager should “reply all” on 
the previous email and thereby he should change the subject and add a 
short message. 

Table 12 Who shall communicate Unplanned Downtimes. 

Responsible  Service delivery manager 

Accountable  Head of Unit of the system owner 

Consulted  System owner 

Informed 
 All GLPG employees fine graded to specific target 
audience where possible 

Table 13 How shall Unplanned Downtimes be communicated. 

 Critical System Non-Critical System 

Office hours - Galapedia Post 
- Outlook email 
- Banner @ 

ServiceNow 

- Galapedia Post 
- Outlook email  
- Banner @ 

ServiceNow 

Non-office hours - Galapedia post - Galapedia post 

 
Galapedia – System Information Platform (SIP) 

The SIP should be updated with the following information: 

System down Name of system that is down 

Timing Expected recovery time 

System Owner Spokesperson for this Unplanned Downtime. If there are 
difficulties or problems, this person should be 
contacted. This is the system owner. 

Description Additional information can be written down here. 

- What is the reason? 
- What is the impact? 
- Who is impacted? 

Outlook email  

Outlook email templates have been created for standardizing the 
information that is communicated on Unplanned Downtimes (Appendix 6). 
The document name has also been standardized with ‘TMP’ as a prefix, 
TMP Email Unplanned Downtimes + Resolved, according to the naming 
convention that we defined (Appendix 5).  
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Banner at Service Now 

In case of Unplanned Downtimes, a banner shall be created to inform 
people about the system issue. The banner shall contain a short message 
stating “Unplanned Downtime of System name. For more information, click 
here.” and a hyperlink towards the SIP.  

8.1.2.3 Guidelines for System Releases & Go-Lives 
Firstly, the system owner shall update the SIP on Galapedia with the 
relevant details on the System Release (Table 14). Secondly, the system 
owner shall send out a standardized email on the day of the System Release 
or Go-Live to all end users of the system, unit Operations and Service & 
Support.  

The BPO of the system is held accountable for the formal communication 
on System Releases & Go-Lives. The BPO of the system and the project 
team that helped realize the System Release shall be consulted by the 
system owner.  

Table 14 Who shall communicate System Releases & Go-Lives. 

Responsible  System owner 

Accountable  BPO of the system 

Consulted  BPO of the system + project team 

Informed  End users of the system + Operations + Service & Support 

 

Galapedia – SIP: New system 

In case of a new system, the SIP should be updated with the following 
information (should be set up as fill-in format): 

System name Name of the system 

Version 1.0 

System owner Name of the system owner 

Release date Date of sending out this email 
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System description 

- What is new? 
- Who are the end 

users? 
- How to access? 
- How to use? 

Full description of the system, fill in these 
elements: 

Describe the system 
To whom are these changes relevant 
Guidelines on how to access the system 
Guidelines on how to use the system 

 

Galapedia – SIP: Updated system 

In case of an updated system, the SIP should be updated with the following 
information (should be set up as fill-in format): 

System name Name of the system 

Version Version number 

System owner Name of the system owner 

Release date Date of sending out this email 

System description 

- Who are the end 
users? 

- How to access? 
- How to use? 
- What is new? 
 

Full description of the system, fill in these 
elements: 

- To whom are these changes relevant 
- Guidelines on how to access the system 
- Guidelines on how to use the system 
- Describe the changes accordingly 
-  

Previous version 
(version nr) 

Updated version 
(version nr) 

How it is used to be How it is now 

... ... 
 

Outlook email 

Outlook email templates have been created for standardizing the 
information that is communicated on System Releases & Go-Lives 
(Appendix 7,8). The document name has also been standardized with 
‘TMP’ as a prefix, TMP Email System Releases & Go-Lives, according to the 
naming convention that we defined (Appendix 5).  
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8.1.2.4 Guidelines for Leadership Team Decisions 
The chair of the LT-meeting shall write down the LT Decisions and 
afterwards publish these in the ITS Internal Teams-environment (Table 15). 
To make this work, it is strongly advised to dedicate the last 15 minutes of 
the LT-meeting to the decision on what will and won’t be communicated.  

The VP of ITS is held accountable for this formal communication on LT 
Decisions. The Leadership Team that conferred about the decisions shall 
be consulted by the Chair of the LT-meeting. All ITS employees shall get 
informed since they have access to the ITS Internal Teams-environment.  

Table 15 Who shall communicate Leadership Team Decisions. 

Responsible  Chair of the LT meeting 

Accountable  Vice-President ITS 

Consulted  Leadership Team 

Informed  ITS employees  

 

ITS Internal Teams 

As the development of the ITS Internal Teams-environment is still ongoing, 
we recommend creating a new ‘Strategy’ channel that handles strategic 
topics. In this channel, an ‘LT Decisions’ tab can be made where an Excel-
template can be placed in which the decisions shall be published (Appendix 
9). The file has a similar layout as the meeting minutes-template that is 
used during LT meetings. The entire Leadership Team shall receive editing 
rights on the file, while all other ITS employees can read these documents. 
The document name has also been standardized with ‘TMP’ as a prefix, 
TMP LT Decisions To Be Communicated, according to the naming 
convention that we defined (Appendix 5).  

8.1.2.5 Guidelines for ITS Training 
The training coordinator shall communicate updates of training materials 
and announcements of new trainings via Outlook (Table 16). In case of 
classroom trainings, a calendar invite shall be sent along. 

The training owner is held accountable for this formal communication on 
ITS Training and shall be consulted by the Training Coordinator. The 
trainees and training owners shall be informed via this email and shall be 
able to respond to the calendar invitation. 

Table 16 Who shall communicate ITS Training. 

Responsible  Training coordinator  

Accountable  Training owner (BPO’s and system owners) 

Consulted  Training owner (BPO’s and system owners) 

Informed  Trainees + training owner  

 

Outlook email (New/update ITS Training) 

Outlook email templates have been created for standardizing the 
information that is communicated on ITS Training. Two templates have 
been made, one for a notification on new or updated trainings and one for 
a new classroom training, which shall include a calendar invitation 
(Appendix 10, 11). The document name has also been standardized with 
‘TMP’ as a prefix, TMP Email New or Update ITS Training and TMP Email 
Classroom ITS Training, according to the naming convention that we 
defined (Appendix 5). 
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8.1.2.6 Guidelines for Official ITS Events 
The team assistant shall communicate the practical details and calendar 
invitations of official ITS events via Outlook (Table 17). The team assistant 
shall also post these details in the ITS Internal Teams-environment.  

The event organizing team is held accountable for the formal 
communication on ITS Events. The event organizing team shall be 
consulted by the team assistant.  

Table 17 Who shall communicate Official ITS Events. 

Responsible  Team assistant 

Accountable  Event organizing team 

Consulted  Event organizing team 

Informed  ITS employees  

 

Outlook email & ITS Internal Teams 

As the development of the ITS Internal Teams-environment is still ongoing, 
we recommend creating a new ‘ITS Events’ channel, where post can be 
made on Official ITS Events. We also suggest implementing an ITS-wide 
calendar for obtain an overview of all upcoming events. Only the team 
assistant has the right to post and edit documents in this channel, while all 
other ITS employees are allowed to read these documents.  

We recommend communicating, at a minimum, the following aspects via 
Outlook and the ‘ITS Events’-channel in the ITS Internal Teams-
environment. Additional creative content may be added to spark the 
attention of the recipients. No guidelines are defined for the design of the 
message. 

- Content: 
o When will the event take place? Add a calendar invitation. 

(For on- and offline events). 
o Why is the event organized? 
o What will happen during the event? 
o Who organizes the event? 
o Where will the event take place? 
o … (unlimited) 
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8.1.2.7 Guidelines for ITS Visibility 
Our recommendation to improve ITS Visibility within and outside the 
department is to start up a new project, called ‘Make ITS Shine’. Each 
quarter, three different ITS units will be asked to put one of their projects 
in the spotlight and deliver an infographic to elaborate on the strategic 
importance of the specific project for the rest of Galapagos. Two versions 
of the infographic shall be made by the specific units: an internal and 
external version.  

The internal version of the infographic is intended for the internal ITS 
department and will be posted in the ITS Internal Teams. The internal 
version may contain more details about the project. Additionally, the 
Digitalks sessions can be used to elaborate on the projects. This way, the 
spotlight is placed on the projects and more transparency is created within 
the ITS department. The external version of the infographic is intended for 
the other departments of Galapagos and will be posted in the ITS-page of 
Galapedia. The external version should contain high-level and easily 
interpretable information. 
  
The team assistant shall post the infographics on either ITS Internal Teams-
environment or on Galapedia, after he/she has been assigned to do so by 
the Leadership Team member(s) whose unit is put in the spotlight (Table 
18).  
 
The Vice-President of ITS is held accountable for the formal communication 
on ITS Visibility. The units that are put in the spotlight shall be consulted by 
these Leadership team members. All Galapagos employees shall be 
informed about ITS Visibility, either via the internal or external version of 
the infographic. 

 

Table 18 Who shall communicate 'Make ITS Shine'. 

Responsible 
 Content delivery: Leadership team members whose unit 
is put in the spotlight  
Posting: Personal assistant of VP 

Accountable  Vice-President of ITS 

Consulted  Units that are put in the spotlight  

Informed  Galapagos employees 

ITS Internal Teams & Galapedia 

As the development of the ITS Internal Teams environment is still ongoing, 
we recommend creating a new ‘Strategy’ channel that handles strategic 
topics. In this channel, a ‘Make ITS Shine’-tab can be made where the 
internal versions of the infographics can be placed. The editing rights of 
these document will be assigned to the Leadership Team members whose 
unit is put in the spotlight.  

As this is an entirely new project that should be set up by the Project & 
Portfolio Management Office of ITS and should be approved by the 
Leadership Team, no concrete format is set up yet. We recommend 
communicating, at a minimum, the following aspects. 

- Design: no template or guidelines 
- Content 

o Project: What’s the project about? 
o Unit: Which unit is responsible for the project? 
o Status: What is the status of the project? 
o Team: Who is working behind the project? 
o Relevance: How is the project contributing to ITS (internal, 

ITS Internal Teams) or Galapagos (external, Galapedia) 
o Next steps: What is next up within the project? 
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8.1.2.8 Guidelines for General Announcements: new hires 
If a new employee joins the ITS department, his/her line manager shall post 
an introductory text about the new employee in the ITS Internal Teams-
environment (Table 19). The text should contain information like the 
employee’s background, previous work experience, new function/roles, 
fields of interest…  

The line manager is accountable to publish this announcement in the ITS 
Internal Teams-environment. The new employee shall be consulted by the 
Line Manager. All the ITS employees shall be informed since they have 
access to the ITS internal Teams-environment. 

Table 19 Who shall communicate General Announcements about new hires. 

Responsible  Line manager 

Accountable  Line manager  

Consulted  New employee 

Informed  ITS employees  

ITS Internal Teams 

As the development of the ITS Internal Teams-environment is still ongoing, 
we recommend creating a new ‘Welcome to’-channel that introduces new 
hires to the rest of the ITS team. Only line managers have the right to post 
and edit documents in this channel, while all other ITS employees are 
allowed to read these documents.  

We recommend communicating a text describing, at a minimum, the 
following aspects about the new employee: his/her background, previous 
work experience, new function, new roles, fields of interest… This can be 
extended with more personal anecdotes and other more spontaneous 
content.  No guidelines are defined for the design of the message.  

8.1.2.9 Guidelines for General Announcements: others 
The requester shall compose the General Announcement and send this to 
the personal assistant of the VP, who shall evaluate this message and post 
it in the general channel of the ITS internal Teams-environment (Table 20).  

The requester is accountable for the content of the General 
Announcement and for verifying whether it is posted on ITS Internal 
Teams. All the ITS employees are informed since they have access to the 
ITS Internal Teams-environment. 

Table 20 Who shall communicate other General Announcements. 

Responsible 

 Evaluation and posting: personal assistant of the Vice-
President 

 Content delivery: requester  

Accountable  Requester 

Consulted  / 

Informed  ITS employees  

 

 ITS Internal Teams 

As the development of the ITS Internal Teams-environment is still ongoing, 
we recommend posting Other General Announcements in the ‘General’. 
Only the personal assistant of the VP has the right to post messages. All ITS 
employees can read and like these messages. Only the personal assistant 
of the VP has can post such messages, while all other ITS employees are 
allowed to read and like them. No guidelines are defined for the design or 
content of the message, as this will depend on the specific announcement 
itself.  
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8.1.3 Discussion 
Although we have noticed that there is considerable room for improvement within the Formal ITS 
Communication, it must be mentioned that some communication does run smoothly already (e.g., 
communication on ITS Training). After interviewing the focus groups and analyzing the as-is situations, 
we made recommendations to further improve the CC&G-process and the overall Formal ITS 
Communication. Nevertheless, the suggested to-be situation highly depends on the development of 
two platforms, the SIP and the ITS Internal Teams. Besides these critical success factors, we have to 
acknowledge some other pitfalls of our recommended to-be situation. BPM is about continuous 
improvement, so these recommendations provide only a first possible to-be situation. The guidelines 
should be tweaked and optimized after implementation and testing of the currently recommended 
to-be situation.  

Firstly, our recommendations and guidelines on Formal ITS Communication will not reduce the high 
volume of incoming emails that Galapagos employees get on a daily basis. On the one hand, the 
majority of these messages are informal day-to-day communication. On the other hand, email 
management is a very personal aspect. During the interviews it became clear that some people are on 
top of their game when it comes to managing their daily emails, while other people are drowning in 
their inboxes. Our recommendation to implement standardized subjects for certain Formal ITS 
Communication types, and to exclude Outlook for some other types, might serve as a partial solution. 
When an employee sets up rules and folders for these emails, the number of messages in his/her main 
inbox decreases. A downside of this aspect is that he/she should still actively check these folders, 
otherwise the emails stay hidden resulting in possibly important information being missed out. 
Therefore, setting up rules and folders remains a personal choice, which was also stated in the 
guidelines on this email management. Still, by implementing standardized subjects for emails on 
Formal ITS Communication, like “PLANNED DOWNTIME: ... “, these messages stand out from the other 
noisy emails. They can act as true eye-catchers, so the chance of missing this information might be 
reduced anyhow.   

Another aspect to consider is the epidemiological situation during which this In-Company Project has 
taken place. During this investigation, all Galapagos employees had been working remotely for over a 
year. As better prospects are ahead, Galapagos has been preparing itself the post-COVID-19 future by 
developing a ‘New Normal Plan’. Mr. De Jonghe stated that this plan will allow people to work either 
from home or at the office. Thus, the recommendations and to-be situation outlined in this report 
should fit in the context of this New Normal Plan. All types of Formal ITS Communication can be aligned 
with such hybrid way of working, as Outlook, Galapedia and the ITS Internal Teams tools will continue 
to be used on a daily basis. We suggest organizing the Digitalks sessions in real-life, to the extent that 
is possible, with additional live streaming for people attending from home. The new building for the 
ITS department, the ‘IT Loft’, is opening in the summer of 2021 and will be equipped to allow such 
smooth communication, according to Mr. De Jonghe. Since the ITS employees are craving for some 
interpersonal interaction in an offline setting, Digitalks can be the ideal place to offer them what they 
have missed for so long. Better yet, as many people will probably want to attend the Digitalks sessions 
in real-life, they will hear about the ‘Make ITS Shine’ project and gain a better understanding of the 
different projects ongoing in the ITS department. This might result in unexpected insights from other 
employees, which would not have been discovered otherwise. In an ideal scenario, the ‘Make ITS 
Shine’ project will lead to more efficient collaboration between the different ITS units.  

Lastly, it is important to mention that the suggested to-be situation of Formal ITS Communication is 
highly dependent on the functionality of Microsoft Office 365. An Unplanned Downtime of the overall 
software would be dreadful, as this is normally communicated via Outlook and Galapedia, which both 
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O365 platforms. Therefore, it is important that Galapagos still has other virtual communication tools 
available, like Zoom and (unofficially) WhatsApp, so that communication will always remain possible 
in one way or another. 

As a part the process identification phase, the performance measures for the CC&G-process have been 
taken into consideration (Dumas et al., 2018). Given that communication is such a non-quantitative 
but personal process, we suggest measuring the performance of the process based on quality. For 
example, surveys can be sent out to all ITS employees questioning the satisfaction regarding the 
Formal ITS Communication. However, sending out the surveys can be seen as the last phase of the 
BPM-lifecycle, process monitoring and controlling, which is not in scope of our project anymore.  

A final difficulty that might play an important role during the CC&G-implementation phase is on an 
individual and lower level (Dumas et al., 2018). The suggested changes only will have an impact, if the 
employees itself are willing to change their behavior. The as-is situation proved that the employees 
are aware of the problems and showed their desire for change.  As the outcome of this project 
provides guidelines on Formal ITS Communication, the knowledge about what should be changed is 
ready to deliver.  However, knowledge transfer still has to occur because during the future trainings. 
The next step within the ADKAR model is to implement the change (Hiatt, 2006). However, it should 
be kept in mind, even though people want to change, people like to hold on to their old habits.  

 

8.1.4 Implementation 
By the end of this In-Company Project, a first version of the guidelines on Formal ITS Communication 
has been delivered to our company supervisors. We also provided them with a roadmap (Figure 12) 
outlining the next steps that should be taken to finalize the BPM of the CC&G-process. An important 
aspect is that all guidelines and actions that impact the entire ITS department should first be checked 
and approved by the Leadership Team. 

We suggest to kick-off the project ‘Make ITS Shine’ as soon as possible. Mr. De Jonghe and Mr. Van 
den Boomen has already expressed his enthusiasm for this initiative during an intermediate meeting, 
but the feasibility and practical details should be discussed with the other Leadership Team members. 
We suggest appointing a team that will be held accountable to define the concrete format for putting 
the projects in the spotlight, as well as the order in which the units will have to present their project.  

Another relevant aspect that should be elaborated before the guidelines can go live and can be 
trained, is the process mapping of the communication of Unplanned Downtimes. Although, the 
guidelines elaborate on how to communicate and who should do this, during the last conversations 
with our project team, it became clear that communicating Unplanned Downtimes is a subprocess 
that should be worked out in greater detail. More specifically, an Unplanned Downtime can be noticed 
by system user or the system owners, who should contact the Service Desk. This communication flow 
can range from a phone call to a ticket logged on ServiceNow, to other ways of communicating that 
have not been identified yet. Lastly, we have assumed that all employees within Galapagos have the 
spontaneous reaction to log a ticket at the Service Desk when a system is unexpectedly down. 
However, this is a rather new system and is not yet a prompt reaction with everyone. The ticket-
logging system still needs to be become more established 

Before people can be trained on the Formal ITS Communication guidelines, the communication tools 
and platforms should be on point. On the one hand, the SIP is a necessary platform for communication 
directed to all Galapagos employees. As the SIP should contain all information on systems, our project 
team suggested to use an existing list of all systems available at Galapagos as a base for the 
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development of the platform. Collaboration with the Operations unit is needed to obtain an overview 
of (Un)Planned Downtimes, and to possibly create a Downtime-calendar that is displayed on the SIP. 
Importantly, the service delivery manager should be able to update and edit the information displayed 
on the SIP. On the other hand, the ITS Internal Teams-environment must be created for all Formal ITS 
Communication directed to ITS employees only. The technicalities for implementing each type have 
been outlined in their respective guidelines, so these should be taken along as user stories during the 
development of this tool. Ann Teck has agreed on doing this. 

After all necessary tools have been developed, tested and released, training can be designed for the 
CC&G-process. We suggest creating an online classroom training for all senders of Formal ITS 
Communication, which are all persons that are either responsible, accountable or consulted as 
indicated in the RACI matrices of the guidelines. During this classroom training, each type of Formal 
ITS Communication can be educated by means of real-life examples. We suggest opting for a hands-
on approach, letting the trainees try out the tools themselves, for example by letting them send out a 
test email. The recipients of Formal ITS Communication can also receive training on how to set up 
folders and rules in Outlook. Once the ‘one-stop-shop’ tool for ITS Training, the ITS PIT, has been 
developed, both guidelines for senders and recipients can be uploaded here. Then, a ‘read-and-
understood’ training of the documentation can be created and assigned to the corresponding trainees. 

In the recommended to-be situation for (Un)Planned Downtimes and System Releases & Go-Lives, the 
email is sent to all Galapagos employees. In the long run, these types of communication on can be 
tailored towards the end users of a specific system. For this to work out, some internal exercises must 
be performed first in order to obtain these ‘system user lists’ that are accurate and kept up-to-date. 
This action point is part of the continuous improvement cycle of BPM. As the employees will no longer 
receive emails on systems that are irrelevant to them, this ultimately leads to a greater employee 
satisfaction and a more efficient way of communicating. Figure 12 represents an overview from the 
next steps that needs to be taken.  
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Figure 12 Roadmap Communication Coordination & Governance. 
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8.2 Training Coordination & Governance – ITS PIT 
8.2.1 As-is situation 
Based on numerous discussions with the training coordinator and the rest of our project team, the 
current situation of the TC&G-process was delineated. Currently, non-QMS training documentation is 
scattered all over the place, both in offline and online locations. This poses a major challenge, as 
people are not aware of which non-QMS training courses exist, and it is also unclear which roles need 
to dig into which training documentation. In general, it is known that BPOs have to provide training 
documentation, but the way they do it is unprecedented. Each BPO has its own way of conducting its 
work, which causes a lack of coherence. Summarized, the absence of a defined TC&G-process causes 
a lot of ambiguity in its workflow, resulting in ineffectiveness and difficulties for the training 
coordinator. Also, a chaotic environment is created due to a hurdle about the naming convention of 
record and document names. In general, it is difficult to find the training documentation when there 
is no centralized storage location and is no standard naming convention.  

8.2.2 To-be situation 
The recommendations for an optimized future situation are supported by a SIPOC diagram and RACI 
matrix. The SIPOC represents a high-level overview of the TC&G-process, while the RACI defines 
responsibilities and accountabilities. The BP mapping of the TC&G-process elaborated on how the 
training coordination will be organized. The process contains two additional sub-processes that 
describe the activities in even greater detail.  

In this governance process, it is of great importance that all people involved are aware of their duties. 
The training coordinator is identified as the responsible person, while the BPO of the process on which 
training is created becomes accountable. The consulted parties are the line managers, who bring in 
new people, and the training owners, who bring in new or updated training documentation. Because 
the owners of a BP or a system are responsible for providing the training on their BP or system, they 
are also referred to as the training owners. The trainees, line managers and BPO’s are the informed 
target groups. 

 

Table 21 RACI matrix of the Training Coordination & Governance process. 

 

 

 

 

 

The suppliers of the TC&G-process are twofold. On the one hand, the line managers introduce and 
employ new employees. On the other hand, the training owners are responsible for the delivery of 
new and/or updates on training documentation. The project team stated that the outcome of this 
optimalization exercise should lead to training curricula and reporting on different levels. The training 
coordinator should be able to draw customized training curriculum lists on an employee level, on a 
role level, and on the level of the entire ITS department (which covers the “ITS-all” role). Based on 
these curricula, a total overview of which training is linked to which role, and which employees have 

Responsible  Training coordinator 

Accountable  BPO 

Consulted  Training owner (system owner + BPO), line managers 

Informed  Trainees, line managers, BPO 
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this role, can be obtained as well. The process status is another output that can be reported and is 
dependent on the completeness of all process, procedure and training documentation. The BPO’s, 
system owners, line managers and obviously the trainees themselves are the customers, as they also 
are the informed people according to the RACI.  

 

Figure 13 SIPOC diagram of the Training Coordination & Governance process. 

Our recommendations for the to-be situation of the TC&G-process are represented via the business 
process map, which is basic and straightforward (Figure 14). The entire process is governed by the 
training coordinator. Two subprocesses, Training allocation and KPI reporting, are involved and are 
mapped out using the swimming lane method (Barbrow & Hartline, 2015).  

The process suggests that after allocating a new training to the appropriate process (subprocess 
Training allocation), the training coordinator shall send out formal communication to the line manager 
and to the trainees to confirm the allocation. Introducing some standardization regarding the 
communication of ITS trainings should already solve some of the problems of tracking down training 
information. If applicable and requested by the training owner, the training coordinator should 
organize classroom trainings. Since the TC&G-process focuses on coordination and governance, its 
performance should be measured to check whether it leads to optimization of the process (Dumas et 
al., 2018). Because this is such a ‘personal’ and non-quantitative problem, we suggest measuring the 
process performance based on quality. More specifically, the quality of the governance and 
coordination by the training coordinator should be measured, not the actual quality of the trainings, 
which is the responsibility of the BPO. However, when the quality of training is insufficient, this also 
has a negative consequence on the performance of the training coordinator, and thus on the 
performance of the TC&G-process. To elaborate on this interference, the subprocess KPI reporting 
was defined. This subprocess does not follow sequentially after the other activities, since this should 
be performed on a regular basis. The KPI reporting subprocess is explained in the section below. 
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Figure 14 Business process map of Training Coordination & Governance. 

 

Training allocation 
The subprocess Training allocation describes how training documentation will be linked to the right 
employee (Figure 15 - Appendix 12). The training owner is responsible for delivering the new and/or 
updated training documentation about the processes and procedures to the training coordinator. The 
training coordinator shall receive and collect the training documentation, which he/she shall link to 
the correct procedure or process in the tool and/or shall remove training documentation that is no 
longer up to date. The tool that is suggested is the ITS PIT, which is further elaborated in the 
subsequent sections. 

More specifically, the line manager shall consult SuccessFactors, which is the HR Information System 
of Galapagos, to determine which role(s) are allocated to a specific employee. Based on this 
information, the line manager shall fill in the template of the request email for the allocation of the 
role(s) to the employee and send this to the training coordinator (Appendix 13). For new hires, one or 
multiple roles shall be requested. For existing employees, a request email shall be sent out to either 
add role(s) and/or remove role(s). In case the setup of a new role is required (subprocess Role 
management), the LT will decide on the approval of the role. If the role would be approved, the 
training coordinator should add the newly defined role in the tool. The training coordinator shall 
activate the profile of the new employee in the tool. Based on the info provided in the request email, 
the training coordinator shall add and/or remove the role to the profile of the employee in the tool.  
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Figure 15 Swimming lane diagram of Training allocation. 

 

KPI reporting 
The subprocess KPI reporting (Figure 16), starts by defining the KPI’s for measuring the TC&G process 
performance. This can be described as another subprocess, KPI definition, that is already defined in 
the Process Inventory List and of which the business process mapping is out of scope for our project. 
The process performance measures should score the work of the training coordinator, who is mainly 
responsible for managing the tool. As mentioned before, the efficiency of the training coordinator is 
also influenced by the quality of the trainings, which can be measure through the level of satisfaction 
among ITS employees. Although it is not self-evident to come up with valid and meaningful process 
performance measures, we suggest implementing measures that target both the quality of managing 
the tool and the quality of training contents.  
 
A realistic and feasible way to gather data on these process performance measures is proposed. A 
periodic (e.g. once every quarter) and random sample shall be taken from the ITS employees, who 
shall be questioned by the training coordinator. To get insights on the tool-related performance 
measures, the training coordinator checks whether each employee is linked to its correct role(s). The 
training coordinator also checks whether these role(s) are linked to the correct training 
documentation. To get insights on the training-related performance measures, these sampled 
employees are asked whether they are satisfied with the quality of the training. The training 
coordinator will collect and analyze the findings of the interviews. Afterwards, these findings are sent 
to the training owner, who can use them as input to finetune or change his/her training 
documentation. 
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Figure 16 Swimming lane diagram of KPI reporting. 

 

ITS Process Inventory Tool 
Because the as-is situation of the TC&G-process suggests the need for centralization of all training 
documentation, the development of the ITS PIT was initiated. This SharePoint tool shall be a one-stop 
shop for end users towards ITS process related information, where all processes can be linked to their 
procedures and training documentation. The backbone of the ITS PIT tool is based on the PIF, which 
defines the relations between the processes, procedures, and training documentation. Close 
collaboration with a SharePoint specialist of Galapagos has taken place during the initial design and 
development phase.  

The development of the ITS PIT is performed according to the Software Development Life Cycle 
(Rastogi, 2015). To be more specific: the V-shaped traditional model (Mishra et al., 2013) can be 
applied here. The first step in the SDLC is the determination of the User Requirements (URS). The URS 
captures the user and related regulatory requirements for the ITS PIT (Appendix 14). It serves as input 
for the technical development/building of the system and is used to verify and confirm whether the 
system performs as intended.  The first step is to identify the requirements uniquely and next divide 
them in sub-sections for ease of reading. According to the SDLC, the next steps would be the design 
of the tool, followed by the development, testing and maintenance phase. Due to the limited time of 
the project, only the determination of the user requirements is executed, as the design and 
development is still ongoing.  

During several meetings with the project team, it became clear that there are no guidelines around 
the naming of documents that will be retrievable in the ITS PIT.  Chaos was created due to the divers 
naming convention of documents, which are related to processes, procedures, and trainings. A 
meeting has taken place with the training coordinator and the project team and decisions were made 
regarding the standardized naming of the record name and document name of processes, procedures 
and training documentation (Appendix 5). The documents will be incorporated into the ITS PIT, 
therefor naming standardization is key with as result that the training coordinator can work more 
efficiently.  
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8.2.3 Discussion 
The to-be situation of the TC&G-process has been developed in theory, but whether it will be realized 
in practice depends on three critical success factors. Firstly, the ITS PIT should be developed, tested 
and released. Secondly, when this project comes to an end, someone should be made responsible for 
drawing up the subprocess Role management. Lastly, a final decision on the KPI’s should be made. 

We discovered that the SuccessFactors system is not yet performing optimally. As it is a relatively 
recent system, it is probable that internal adjustments will still be made. If this system were to be 
finetuned, the subprocess Training allocation might have to be reconsidered as well. Perhaps the 
activity "setup new employee in tool" is no longer necessary.  

In addition, we considered the role of the training coordinator to be very important. If the training 
related KPI’s findings indicate that the quality is inadequate, it will be the training coordinator's 
responsibility to convey this message to the training owner of the respective process.  

The development of the ITS PIT is currently ongoing, as this task is performed by the SharePoint 
specialist who had a limited availability. There is an agreement with the SharePoint specialist to first 
develop the critical parts of the tool, and the nice-to-have parts later in time. The User Requirements 
(USR) were made to clarify what the user should be able to do with the tool, and here, a distinction is 
made between the critical and nice-to-have elements. However, in the course of the development 
phase it turned out that not every USR was feasible or easily implementable. This was caused by a 
combination of ambiguous USR and technical difficulties. For this purpose, we had to look at possible 
alternatives and pivot some ideas. For example, the initial proposition for the underlying employee 
list was to use the Active Directory (AD) list, but during the design of the tool it turned out that there 
were unforeseen difficulties behind this. 

We based ourselves on the V-shaped SDLC-model for the development of the ITS tool (see 9.2.2), 
however the SDLC-model should be interpreted somehow different for this project. After all, the 
SharePoint-environment is used to create the PIT, no hard coding is necessary. Thus, the development 
of the tool is limited and dependent on the available features of the Microsoft O365-platform. 

 

8.2.4 Implementation 
Similar to the CC&G-process, a roadmap (Figure 17) has been designed that outlines the next steps to 
take for the TC&G-process. The creation of the ITS PIT is needed in order to let the TC&G-process 
success in practice. Again, this should be checked and approved by the Leadership Team.  

Due to time constraints, only the initial part of the ITS PIT was completed (i.e. the URS). Currently, the 
SharePoint specialist is working on the design and the development of the ITS PIT. The next phases 
should be continued: Finalize the design, test the tool and migrate the data. We facilitated the last 
step by proactively create a migration plan to get a clear overview of all processes, procedures and 
training documentations that are available and approved. More specially, an excel file has been made 
where all BPO’s can collect the documents for which they are responsible. Based on this migration 
plan, the documents will be transferred into the tool after which it can be released. 

In the meantime, we suggest that the subprocess Role management is defined as well. As mentioned 
before, this process should be mapped out and responsibilities should be assigned. In this way, the 
TC&G-process is completed and can be added to the migration plan. Also, a final decision on the 
process performance measures (KPI’s) of the TC&G-process should be made. Some suggestions have 
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been provided by us, but should be approved by the LT first. After the approval of ITS PIT by the LT, 
the release of this tool will take place and training.  

The TC&G-process will be trained to BPO’s, line managers and to the training coordinator. A read and 
understood of the business procedure, which is the SOP of the BP Training Coordination & 
Governance. A second training that should be provided about the usage of the ITS PIT itself and is 
applicable to all ITS employees. We suggest combining this training with the naming convention of the 
documents. It is suggested to create a user manual, and to provide additional context to all ITS 
employees via a classroom or/and voice-over PowerPoint training. Simultaneously, from the moment 
the usage of ITS PIT is set in motion, periodic measurement of the KPI’s can begin. 

In the future, we consider it important to explore some technical possibilities within the tool. 
Automation (e.g., of the activity 'Set up new role in tool') seems to us an interesting avenue to 
investigate further.  
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Figure 17 Roadmap ITS PIT and TC&G. 
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9 Conclusion 
9.1 Conclusion 
The eight-weeks In-Company-Project is situated within the context of ITS 2.0 at Galapagos’ ITS 
department. During the project we worked on two main processes, which can be retrieved in the 
Process Inventory List: Communication Coordination and Governance (CC&G) and Training 
Coordination and Governance (TC&G). Process identification, the first step of the BPM lifecycle, was 
already carried out before the start of the project (Dumas et al., 2018). Next, we could proceed on the 
process discovery, process analysis and process redesign phases. In a nutshell, it can be stated that we 
continued the initial work efforts of our project team, where we helped them to continue the 
movement from a non-process-based to a process-based ITS department.  

Via semi-structured interviews with focus groups and insights in existing ITS documentation, it became 
clear that the CC&G- and TC&G-processes faced similar problems: fragmentated information, 
scattered documentation and a lack of general guidelines. This formed the basis of ambiguity and 
chaos within CC&G and TC&G. Referring back to the ADKAR-model of change management, the 
Awareness of the problem and the Desire for change were highly present among the ITS employees 
(Hiatt, 2006). 

For the Formal ITS Communication, straightforward guidelines were written down. These guidelines 
define how and by whom each type of formal communication should be communicated. The main 
characteristics of the guidelines are simplification and centralization. For the TC&G, the process and 
the accompanying subprocesses were mapped out. Through RACI’s, responsibilities have been 
assigned for both processes, which should facilitate the coordination and governance.  

Next to this, the foundations have been laid for a holistic, overarching and centralizing tool: the ITS 
PIT. This tool shall serve as a one-stop shop for end users towards existing ITS processes, procedures 
and training documentation. This way, the development of the tool is aimed to provide support for 
the future implementation of the TC&G-process. Due to time constraints, this project only covered 
the development stage. 

The next phase that should follow from this project covers the implementation of our 
recommendations, for which the company can consult our proposed training contents, training types 
and training lists describing the target audience. Within this implementation phase, it is important to 
consider the last elements of the ADKAR-model of change management (Hiatt, 2006): Knowledge, 
Ability and Reinforcement. By means of trainings, the knowledge transfer on the to-be situations 
should take place. This leads to the ITS employees being able to implement the changes and work 
according to this improved situation. Finally, they should be reinforced to maintain this attitude. 

This brings us to the last phase of the BPM lifecycle (Dumas et al., 2018): the controlling and 
monitoring phase.  The proposed quality-based process performance measures should allow to score 
to which extend the processes have been improved. After all, this goes hand in hand with the 
importance of continuous optimalisation within BPM. Only via this way, ITS will be able to fully manage 
their business processes and bring their department to a higher and more mature BPM level.  

 

9.2 Limitations and future work 
Galapagos’ ITS-department can be situated in the first phase of the BPM maturity model, which is 
called the initial state (Willaert et al., 2007). In order to position our work, it should be mentioned that 
the ITS department is not a mature process department yet. Because of this, we came across 
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undefined subprocesses, (as well in CC&G, as in TC&G), which brought along some limitations. A very 
concrete example can confirm this. The subprocess Role management is of great importance because 
of its non-quantitative nature and by the fact that lots of parties are involved. However, the 
subprocess was still undefined by the end of this project. Because little subprocesses are defined at 
lower levels, it is more difficult to design the correct processes at higher level (e.g. Training allocation). 
In our project, this aspect did cause some delays since we had to speculate the way of working of 
these (sub)processes. 

Anyhow, further process-based initiatives are taken, as the ITS team is aware of the added value that 
BPM can bring within an organization. After all, the ITS department keeps on exploring and broadening 
its horizon. To fully benefit from this BPM-story, it should be expanded towards all other company 
departments. In true Galapagos style, the ITS-department can act as BPM-pioneer for the rest of the 
company.  
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11 Appendices 
 

11.1 Textual summary of CC&G interviews 
11.1.1 Interview 1: Vice President (VP) 
11.1.1.1 Henk De Jonghe  

è Henk: n (LT) 

Henk talks about how the IT world is evolving towards “platform as a service” (PaaS) and “software as 
a service” (Saas). Organizations are becoming more global and are implementing an outsourcing 
model, which in turn leads to more external communication. Galapagos should be equipped with the 
necessary communication software to facilitate communication with external parties, also when their 
communication tools might be different than those of Galapagos. Also, in the context of the post-
COVID-19 future, Galapagos has developed a New Normal Plan that will allow people to work either 
from home or at the office. To organize a meeting in this situation, with people working both remote 
and on-site, the location should be equipped to allow smooth communication. Henk mentions that 
the IT Loft of Galapagos meets these requirements and will hopefully be opened in Summer.  

Henk mostly uses Outlook, Teams, Zoom, Galapedia and Yammer as formal communication tools. 
Although it is more unofficial, Whatsapp also must be included in the list of formal communication 
tools. Galapedia, which is the intranet of Galapagos, and the on-site TV screens must be added as well. 
For video calls, Henk is more satisfied with Zoom than with Office, because of its stability, interface, 
and overall better performance. However, Zoom is not as easy to integrate compared to Office. He 
uses Zoom for five to six hours a day, which is reflected in constant back-to-back meetings. One of his 
biggest frustration about this current situation is that it is not possible to prepare for a meeting or to 
forward the actions from the meeting minutes to the necessary people. 

Henk is part of the team that organizes Digitalks, of which the participation rate is dropping. Currently, 
they are investigating this phenomenon and the employee’s perception on Digitalks. Henk suggests 
that everyone is overloaded by virtual communication. Before COVID-19, Digitalks were organised 
on-site, and people attended this event to stay informed. Because of the pandemic, we are living in a 
new information medium. As people have daily back-to-back meetings, Digitalks are often skipped and 
regarded as less critical to attend. Also, Digitalks are currently organized between noon and 1 p.m., a 
time at which people have lunch and want to be away from their computers. In the post-COVID-19 
era, these elements will have to be considered when deciding to organize Digitalks online or on-site. 

When asked about positive and/or negative examples of urgent communication, Henk elucidated two 
perspectives. On the one hand, the effect of old habits on communication. Outlook has been used for 
a long time by many people, and these people often still prefer this communication tool. On the other 
hand, communication is a two-way street. There are many different communication tools, and the 
choice for a tool is very personal. Henk mentions that he tries to contact people via their preferred 
tool, but that it is impossible to manage because of the size of his team. Thus, guidelines about formal 
communication would attenuate this issue. 

As Vice-President of the ITS department, Henk is often involved in the authorization of Non-Disclosure 
Agreements. He decides who can be included in such agreements, who has access to certain 
information and what can be communicated by this employee. Communication on confidentiality 
statements happens via Outlook, in direct contact with the legal department using the “cc” feature.  
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11.1.2 Interview 2: Operations (OPS) 
11.1.2.1 Pieter Bosmans, Luc Ballegeer, Hans Gierts, Dwino Panis, Frederic Serre, Steve Verdaet 

è Pieter: n-1 (LT) 
è Luc: n-2, ITS Service Desk  
è Hans: n-2, ITS Infrastructure  
è Dwino: n-3, Service Desk 
è Frederic: n-3, External consultant, Service Desk 
è Steve: n-3, Infrastructure 

(Steve) The communication of planned down time is sent via email. The system releases and go-lives 
are received and sent via Yammer or Outlook, depending on the person involved. The problem with 
leadership team decisions is that they are passed on in an unstructured way. Often one is informed 
via the line managers, but this is not always the case. For the service desk, this type of information will 
happen via Outlook. (Steve) The communication around the decisions with ITS wide impact are 
currently done via zoom. (Pieter) In principle, this should also come via the leadership since everything 
that is important for ITS wide will be discussed there. It depends on the leadership team what 
information needs to be passed on to everyone and whether this needs to be communicated via 
meeting minutes. (Steve) The communication about ITS training is done via Outlook. The trainings are 
centrally located on SharePoint and if something changes or added, they are notified via email. The 
communication around ITS events is also done via Outlook together with an invitation for the event. 
(Dwino) The general announcements, such as operational escalations are done via WhatsApp. A 
process is in place whereby a WhatsApp message is sent with a zoom link.  (Steve) Normally there is 
an influx of 40 mails per day (Dwino) A WhatsApp group is used for ITS escalation as well as for the 
service desk. Suppose someone has a power outage then the other person can let them know via this 
chat that they have no network. (Steve) The use of Yammer is about 2 times a week. Galapedia on the 
other hand is used daily. (Dwino) Teams is used very intensively, but more for different group chats. 
Zoom is still used most for video-calls, with an average of 5 to 6 hours per day. The information 
captured on the screens in the office is mostly about HR messages, go-lives, commercials, ... (Dwino).  
The information that appears on the screens should only be supportive and no new information. The 
opportunity to post certain messages on there would rather be for releases of new products. (Frederic) 
There are several bottlenecks per communication type, both about information towards end users 
and information within teams. A planned downtime, system release, updates or go-lives happen 
mainly at level N-1 and N-2 and there is no uniform communication. A template is being used with 
status updates but no uniform/general platform. The '@' is often used to address someone directly, 
to clarify who should do what and what is expected from whom without addressing everyone. (Dwino) 
Divide the mailbox into 'bodies' so that all the mails are divided according to importance. The filtering 
of the mails is done by reading through the mails. (Dwino) You know when messages are sensitive or 
not, there is no use of policies or guidelines, everyone just uses common sense. For example, the 
decisions of the leadership team are not going to be sent out immediately without asking. The 
WhatsApp group works very well for urgent communication. When a message is sent, there will be 
immediate attention and a team will be formed to find a solution. But first action, and then 
communication. A template was created from which the solution was sent out by e-mail but often it 
is too much a once and the actions come before the communication. In operations, the focus is on 
solving problems, a good balance will have to be found to inform stakeholders. For example, the 
WhatsApp group works very well in these kinds of situations but sometimes there is not the time to 
worry about it as the focus is on the solution and not the communication. Very detailed information 
will not be in WhatsApp but rather concise information what the problem exactly is with the most 
important points. In the beginning, Digitalks were very interesting, chatting about different projects 
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and keeping people up to date. But when it is used to show certain things that only 10% of the 
employees have business with, it is not so useful anymore. A lot of people skip it because it is during 
lunch. Now the whole COVID-19 thing makes it interesting to get information through that channel. 
Too much registration is used to communicate things and it does not work. Registration is not a form 
of communication. Most people read their Outlook because it is a form of addressing someone. The 
suggestion would be to communicate Planned down time via Outlook because that way you know 
you are reaching everyone. If you would do that on a TV screen, you do not know if you would address 
the right person. Another suggestion is ‘text messaging' for a limited number of leaders/responsible 
persons from certain departments, to make this communication as direct as possible. An email can 
always be sent afterwards, that way you have the least chance of missing an audience. Email is the 
most common but if you look at some mailboxes you can see that emails from 2 months ago have not 
been read.  For the communication about system releases, Galapedia and Outlook are preferred. The 
leadership team decisions should be published somewhere so that you can consult it anytime you 
want because explanation about some topics is necessary. The communication on ITS Wide decisions 
would be preferred via Outlook. For the ITS training communication a training calendar would be 
useful, together with an invitation to invite people via a channel so that they have to say whether they 
can attend or not. The communication of ITS events would be preferred via Outlook and a calendar, 
and the general announcements communication would be preferred in the Teams channels. The 
suggestion of Pieter is to have a reduction of 30% to 40% of the total number of emails. People are 
drowning in emails, if you reply to 1 and there are 20 people in copy, then everyone gets a replay, and 
this creates a kind of chain motion and that takes a lot of time. The goal is to go to more direct 
communication, clear agreements must be made about which tool is to be used for what. 
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11.1.3 Interview 3: Operations-Business Intelligence & SAP 
11.1.3.1 Tom Delesie, Jerk Decorte 

è Tom: n-2, OPS – BI  
è Jerk: n-2, SAP 

Planned down times are communicated via email. Tom clarifies that he does not communicate 
anything if it concerns a non-critical system. (For example: a bug in the system and a part is down). 
Unplanned downtime is also communicated via email. Jerk (SAP) adds that he does communicate 
planned downtime if it occurs during working hours. But if it takes place in the evening or at night, he 
sees no need to communicate it. SAP is company-wide, it is used for purchases, for example, and is 
therefore a critical system. We have a development, quality and test environment. End users do not 
work on it. In an ideal world, it would be useful if we were given a general list of principles for ITS. It 
should say: in the case of a critical system, you must communicate x via channel y to stakeholders z. 
In addition, planned down time must also be communicated in a timely manner. Because timing is an 
important variable. Tom also indicated that he considers multiple channels important when 
communicating (un)planned downtime. If one channel is down, it can happen through another 
channel. Jerk also mentioned the Incident Procedure: If there is an unplanned incident, then you need 
to send in the whatsapp group to the ITS team leads. From there a message with a template will be 
sent.  The system releases and go lives are also sent via Outlook. When it is successful, there will also 
be a Galapedia post. But that is only afterwards.  Leadership Team Decisions are often communicated 
verbally. They are also communicated via Outlook and Teams. The high-level decisions can also be 
found on Galapedia. They feel that more structured and regular communication about this should take 
place. The communication regarding ITS training courses is again sent via Outlook. Automatic emails 
are sent out about training courses that we have to follow from VEEVA. We receive communication 
about official events via email. But that is then quickly circulated via Zoom or Teams. This can also be 
done via Yammer. Neither of them uses Yammer (much), but they do receive emails from Yammer.  
General Announcements arrive via various channels. Teams is often popular here. 

The biggest bottlenecks for us are the system releases and Go Lives. We expect the go-lives to be 
communicated from a project. It is not aligned. The screens in the office can be used to post 
milestones. But they are not enough as the only communication tool, it should always work as a 
supporting tool. Their mailbox is organized by letting their cc-mails deliver in another box. But filtering 
out formal communication out of their mailbox is not easy.  

A take-away is that you should always have two systems, so that you are sure that the message is 
communicated. If one system fails, then you have a second option.  But in general, both are satisfied 
with the way of working and the formal communication. 
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11.1.4 Interview 4: Project & Portfolio Management (PMO) 
11.1.4.1 Rens van den Boomen, Ann Teck 

è Rens: n-1 (LT) 
è Ann: n-2  

(Ann) Sometimes there are unplanned downtimes that are not communicated. It would be more 
convenient if they were passed on faster as this can have an impact if it is not known, and it makes it 
impossible to anticipate. In the future, Outlook is still preferred for planned downtime because 
Yammer is not viewed. Nathalie gives the input that the information must be centralized and the 
communication around it should be sent via outlook. The Operations unit also aims to create a kind of 
calendar where all the planned downtimes can be scheduled. (Rens) When working with non-critical 
systems, unplanned downtime is not so important. (Ann) The communication of system releases is ad 
hoc and not structured. The problem lies in the fact that the application owners do not send 
information. The task to send this communication lies with the business or system owner and it is 
proposed to do this via screens on site, yammer and email. (Rens) Official communication must be on 
paper so that everything can be looked up afterwards. (Ann) There is a need to communicate the 
decisions taken during the leadership meetings. In the future, it would be best to work with a kind of 
template that can be filled in and placed online. Nathalie is also working on an ITS internal Teams 
channel where the documents of the LT Decisions can be placed so that everyone can access them. 
(Ann) The PMO communication is ad hoc and unstructured via email and Teams. There is an internal 
Teams channel between the PMs, but this is done in an incorrect way as they expect the PMs to pass 
the information on to their teams in an unstructured way. In the future, Ann and Rens would like to 
see it become one Teams channel. Decisions with ITS wide impact should be communicated through 
the same channel and methodology as leadership team decisions, if it has impact on other groups, it 
should also go via leadership team. (Ann) The problem with communication on ITS training is that the 
invitations come far too late, making it difficult to fit them into the agenda. The communication is 
currently done via Outlook and may remain so in the future in combination with a training calendar. 
(Rens) The communication around ITS events is not experiencing major problems. The on-site screens 
are rather used for Galapagos-wide events whereas the ITS events must find a place in the ITS internal 
Teams-environment. (Rens) The ITS department must be put in the spotlights, and this is preferably 
seen through Galapedia to the outside world. (Ann) The communication type 'General 
announcements' is by e-mail and is not consistent. In the future, general announcements should be 
communicated via Teams and perhaps also Yammer, if a feature of Yammer can be placed in Teams. 
The type of communication that requires an approval depends on the subject/document type 
involved. Communication on this subject is carried out by teams. (Rens) It would be a good solution 
to characterize the formal communication via Outlook. For example, to add the word 'formal' in the 
title or a certain color so that the formal communication can be filtered out of all the emails.  
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11.1.5 Interview 5: Security & Compliance (SCO) 
11.1.5.1 Natasja Bastiaens, Jasper Migom 

è Natasja: n-2, risk & compliance 
è Jasper: n-3, security 

Jasper states that within Security, they use the tool Signal for formal communication. It is comparable 
to Whatsapp, but more secure. Natasja mentions that Zoom is used less for formal communication, 
because of the time limit on messages that has been imposed by ITS Security. Zoom is only used for 
meetings, because of its user friendliness.  

Communication on planned and unplanned down time is received via Outlook and Teams. The Teams 
group is only used to give updates about planned down time related to certain projects, e.g., SAP and 
OPS-Infrastructure do this. Currently, there are too many e-mails. Natasja also shares that there are 
too many different channels used in general for formal communication. They would prefer to find 
information about planned down time at a central webpage, e.g., Galapedia. If this would be the home 
page, you directly have this information without being spammed via Outlook. In addition, 
communication via Outlook should be sent out only to the people impacted by the planned down 
time, using the Active Directory. This direct communication is only necessary if the planned down time 
happens during office hours. Communication on system releases and go-lives happens through a 
combination Outlook, Yammer and when it involves corporate systems, like VEEVA, Galapedia. 
Because of these multiple tools, this type of communication is very dispersed. Natasja’s to-be 
perspective is the same as that of communication on (un)planned down time.  She also mentions that 
Galapedia should be set up as the default browser and home page, also when opening a new tab. 
Right now, the home page of Galapedia does not provide relevant information for Jasper and Natasja. 
It contains company-wide information, e.g., articles and posts that take up a lot of space, but not ITS-
specific information. Leadership team decisions and decisions with ITS-wide impact are currently 
communicated via Outlook. However, this type of information is not communicated enough by the 
leadership team itself. Jasper and Natasja receive this information because their line manager 
Sebastiaan is part of the leadership team. If decisions are communicated, Natasja sends out an e-mail 
to ‘ITS-all’. Jasper mentions that LT Decisions are also communicated and elucidated orally during a 
video meeting on Zoom or Teams. Meeting minutes are only taken when this happens in a large, not 
in a one-on-one setting. Natasja and Jasper find this way of communicating ok, but they want to have 
an additional written version of this information, so that the scope and confidentiality is clear and 
demarcated. The higher management should take this responsibility. According to Jasper, the tool 
used in the to-be situation can be Galapedia or Outlook, depending on the urgency and criticality. 
Jasper and Natasja are not in favour of an extra Teams channel for this communication. Jasper 
mentions that communication on VEEVA trainings happens via Outlook with a lot of reminders. 
Natasja explains that in the to-be situation of the coordination & governance of ITS training, only GxP-
related trainings will be put on VEEVA and all non-GxP trainings will be centralised in a SharePoint 
tool. The non-GxP trainings will not be mandatory, so no separate reminders are needed. Therefore, 
the communication can happen as a general announcement that explains where to find the trainings 
etc. Information on ITS events is communicated via Outlook (including invites), Yammer and Galapedia 
(this is mostly a link to Yammer). Natasja would like to see better introductory messages for such 
invites. Natasja and Jasper would like to have one dedicated channel for this communication. If it 
includes a personal invite, they prefer Outlook because this can directly be added to their agendas. 
Communication to enhance ITS visibility should happen via Galapedia to avoid information overload 
on Outlook. For communication on general announcements, Outlook and Galapedia are used, as well 
as Digitalks and the on-site screens. 
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To filter formal communication in Outlook, Natasja made a rule that separates all emails in which she 
is mentioned as ‘cc’, so that these don’t end up in the ‘Focus’ inbox. Jasper changed the settings in 
Outlook so that I only have one inbox instead of the separate ‘Focus’ and ‘Other’ inboxes. Jasper’s 
attention is mainly drawn to direct emails or emails with an ‘@’ mentioning him. In Outlook, there is 
an information overload through all emails, but at the same time information is not easily retrievable 
when needed. Both also agree on the fact that Outlook is still used a lot as a way of hedging.  

Currently, every type of formal communication seems to be urgent because there are no guidelines. 
If there is an urgent matter, it should not end up in the ‘Other’ inbox on Outlook. 

Jasper sends an email to his line-manager when he needs approval. Guidelines needed to determine 
what can be posted with or without approval on several public channels, like Yammer. 

According to Jasper and Natasja, the main improvements for formal communication should be to 
prioritise communication, which can be achieved by setting up guidelines.  
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11.1.6 Interview 6: n-1 Business Departments (BD) 
11.1.6.1 Jan Smit, Christophe Frere, Evelien Micholt (in name of Boris Harding), Kris Van 
Hemelrijck  

è Jan: n-1, BD Commercial & MedAff (LT) 
è Christophe: n-1, BD Shared Services (LT) 
è Boris: n-1, BD Research (LT) 
è Kris: n-1, BD Development (LT) 
è Evelien Micholt: n-2, BD Research 

 

The interviewees mentioned that Planned Down Time is communicated via email. They were 
generally satisfied with this tool and the content of the e-mails. A subchannel for company-wide 
communication would also be useful, apparently. The unplanned down time is also communicated 
via email. A second type that was named is the Escalation Group within whatsapp. For both types of 
communication, it was stated that people are also notified of down times that are not applicable to 
all of them. The System Releases and Go Lives are received via email. They do not consider this 
necessary, as they do not necessarily want to know everything. That is too much information. Here 
again, it would suffice if they only received an email for what is of specific interest to them. Evelyn, 
who is not part of LT, says that she sometimes gets them through Yammer as well, because they do 
not want to spam the inbox. The Business Partners' use of Yammer is negligible. There are also some 
structural problems with this type. Often these messages are sent by the owner, while it is agreed that 
this should be sent by the BPO. A proposal is a short and structured email, from the BPO, with a 
reference to Galapedia, where all the details can be found. The Business Partners, a member of the 
LT, realise that Leadership Team Decisions need a better follow-through from them to the rest of the 
organisation. Meeting Minutes are made, but not shared with the entire team. Decisions are now 
communicated verbally or via Digitalks. It was added that Teams is overshooting its goal a bit. Teams 
is widely deployed within ITS and within the organisation, so there is a risk of important 
communication going wrong if this is the only communication tool. Evelyn, the one who receives LTD, 
adds that it would be better if this communication came with a story, and that a bit more regularity 
would be useful. Now it really happens ad hoc. Communication about training courses is again done 
by email. Mails are sent out with outlook invites. Training is very fragmented: a platform for Medical 
Affairs, a platform for Regulated Content, training on Galapedia. Consultation with the HR responsible 
for the whole of Galapedia is needed for more unity, according to Jan. A knowledge café is also on the 
way. Communication regarding ITS events is done via email or Galapedia. If it is via Galapadia, then I 
have often not seen it. Galapedia is my Google homepage, but I do not actively read it daily (Evelyn). 
Now it is fragmented again: an overarching calendar (including events via LinkedIn) would be useful. 
Everyone agreed that there was too little communication about ITS visibility. When it happens, email, 
Galapedia and Digitalks are used. General Announcements are also sent via email. Teams is also used 
for this. It was mentioned that regulation on the onboarding process of new people would be 
welcome.  

They concluded that email remains the main platform for formal communication; however, they are 
email sick. Christophe mentioned that other platforms might be misused? Urgent communication is 
done via chat or telephone. The Escalation Group can also be used for this. The Team chat is not useful, 
because then you lose your worksheet. The naming of the team sites is not right either. It takes too 
much time to search for a project number.  

In summary, the communication is too fragmented. Formal communication should be kept short and 
concise, and a link to the intranet is necessary. 
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11.1.7 Interview 7: n-2 Business Departments + Operations-Applications 
11.1.7.1 Hilde Wauman, Francesco Fiorentini, Filip Heylen 

è Hilde: n-2, BD Shared Services 
è Francesco: n-2, BD Development 
è Filip: n-3, OPS – Applications (correct?) 

 
Planned and unplanned down time is currently communicated via Outlook. For certain applications, 
an informative message is posted on the application itself, but there is no additional communication 
about this. Because they receive too many emails, this communication can get lost. They suggest a 
standardized structure for such emails. The sender should use a template including a clear subject, 
moment of down time, estimated recovery time, status, impact, spokesperson etc. In addition, they 
only want selective communication to the people involved in that system. On-site TV screens on the 
ITS floor can be used as an additional tool. Francesco finds it important to have a single communication 
tool. According to him, 100% of system users use Outlook and Teams, only small percentage use 
Galapedia or Yammer. Francesco and Hilde suggest creating groups per system users to obtain a 
centralized location that allows selective communication. Currently, system releases and go-lives are 
communicated via Galapedia, Yammer and Outlook. Hilde is a business analyst and finds this type of 
communication very difficult. In the to-be situation, the group would still opt for a multichannel 
approach. For example, an email can be sent out including a standardised summary and a hyperlink 
to a main channel like Galapedia, where you can find all detailed information. Content-wise they 
would prefer a higher focus on the impacted end-user. The communication of leadership team 
decisions and decisions with ITS-wide impact is highly dependent on the line-manager. In general, 
these decisions are not communicated enough. This information should be stored in a central place, 
that you can access at any point in time. In addition, context of the decisions should be given by the 
line-manager during (video) meetings. Communication on ITS trainings currently happens via 
Outlook, including calendar invites. This happens on a too short notice; the message should be sent 
out more than two weeks in advance. The content of the trainings is a bit boring sometimes, slides 
with text only and not visual enough. Official ITS events are communicated via Outlook on a too short 
notice, according to Hilde. She suggests an ITS agenda as well as the on-site screens to make it very 
visual. Communication to enhance ITS visibility is important to this group. There is not enough focus 
on right now. Visuality of processes and projects can help, and they can be put on e.g., Galapedia. It is 
important to have two versions of this visual, one for the ITS department and another one for the rest 
of Galapedia. Filip mentions that ITS 2.0 focuses on enhancing visibility as well. General 
announcements are put on Galapedia, Yammer and Outlook. The same issues and to-be situation as 
the system releases and go-lives should be implemented. 

To filter formal communication in Outlook, Francesco uses the search bar to look for key words he 
remembered. Folders can only be used when the emails have standardised subjects. Filip sometimes 
changes the subject to a standardised one if the subject changes throughout the conversation. Mostly, 
their emails do not need approval. Filip mentions that sometimes there can be approval needed in 
the context of a system. Francesco adds that in case of communicating planned down time, an 
approval of the system owner can be expected.  

Most of the communication is lost in the mailbox, so it is not clear when something is urgent. The 
exclamation mark feature in Outlook is hardly used. There is a difference between a message that is 
critical content-wise or timewise (urgent). However, if the content is critical, it is mostly very important 
to be informed about this as soon as possible. To conclude, a major improvement would be to store 
all guidelines and templates in one centralized location that is easily accessible and user-friendly. 
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11.1.8 Interview 8: Digital Strategy & Transformation (DS&T) 
11.1.8.1 Tom Steggerda, Kris Ulens 

è Tom: n-1 (LT)  
è Kris: n-2 

Tom explained the (un)planned down time is mainly sent via Outlook. Problems occur such as not 
being able to retrieve emails if it is accidentally archived. Also by using an email address in generic-
form it can end up your spam. Tom and Kris agree that the use of Service-now is something that should 
be kept. There is a banner on service-now so that you know if you should not log a ticket due to a 
particular problem that has been mentioned in the banner. But the disadvantage is that people must 
go and look for information consciously. The to-be should be a channel that pushes but not in a 
dominant way. Tom mentioned that both planned and unplanned should be sent by system owner to 
service desk who can put this online via a mail with a link to service-now/galapedia. Galapedia is 
primarily used for formal communication. Yammer (informal) is also an option but not everyone looks 
at the information at Yammer. Kris explains that there is poor communication about leadership team 
decisions. Nothing concrete is written about it, and it is expected that the information is passed on to 
the teams through the n-1 but this does not always happen as it should. The information is currently 
in the internal teams but not everyone has access to it. There is a need for documentation whereas 
an extraction is published with the preference for Galapedia. 

For the communication on ITS trainings, Outlook is the channel that everyone uses the most. The 
problem is that there is no overview of the training. They agree on the same way of working as 
previous stated. In the past they sometimes received updates and training via Teams. They definitely 
don’t like this tool for this purpose, because it is difficult to follow Teams in an active way. Tom said 
that he loses a lot of time by scouting information. The communication on ITS Events happens via 
Outlook or Teams. For the Leadership Team events, it is sometimes communicated through Teams. 
The To-Be Situation is similar as before: An email with a teaser to another page, where everything is 
gathered. They were also in favor of Calendars to keep the overview. They both agreed that they aren’t 
doing a great job about the communication on ITS visibility.  Last year, they had to do it for O365. For 
this happening, they used Galapedia, because they could reach a lot of people. Currently, a 
ServiceNow Project is running. They used Digitalks to communicate this. However, they were quite 
unhappy because only 40 from the 170 people attended the Digitalk. But they both agreed on the fact 
that everyone is tired from online meetings and that they miss the informal setting (that you achieve 
after an event). The General announcements happen also by Outlook. But they doubt about the fact 
that they are always communicated.  

E-mail management is a very personal aspect. Tom makes sure that his mailbox is always cleaned up, 
as he daily filters his e-mails by hand. Kris does not really have an e-mail management strategy. Kris 
made a ‘to-do’ folder where he places all emails that contain actions for him to be performed. The 
problem here is that the action is coupled to the email. When you start and then the action, you still 
want to have that email standing there as a reminder to finish the action. With multiple actions to be 
finished, this really is a lot. When Kris goes to a conference, he does not read his emails. When he 
comes back, he is overloaded with requests like “can you do this for me right now”. When emails are 
standardized by tagging them with certain metadata (standardized subjects, tags…), they can be 
filtered automatically to a folder. However, then the receiver must actively go through this folder on 
a regular basis because the email does not end up in the Priority inbox anymore. Kris and Tom are not 
a big fan of this, because important and urgent messages are not visible enough and the information 
is not read by the receiver. According to Kris, the best option to manage your email is to go through 
your inbox daily. 
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For urgent communication advises Tom to use “URGENT” in the subject. This should be implemented 
in the company’s culture. Out of previous experience in other companies, he believes it works.  It’s an 
easy solution to see your urgent emails. And besides, the exclamation-sign does not always work like 
it should. If something is very urgent, then the Zoom Chat and Teams Chat are used as well. But that’s 
more for day-to-day work. 
 
Approvals that are operational go through the systems, for example Service Now, SuccessFactors. You 
get a link that guides you to the system, where you must give or ask for approval. Approvals that are 
about projects are mostly discussed in a meeting or via Outlook.  

To summarize, Tom emphasis that he would like to have an easy usable Sharepoint Page were 
different communications are gathered. He believes that a lot of people use Galapedia frequently. Kris 
adds that it’s an ongoing learning journey. Once people used the log-in page to announce an event, 
and that was not appreciated. He would like to simplify the things. The more channels, the more 
technology, the more difficult. (Tom did not agree).  He says we should take in mind the push-pull & 
the store-distribute.   
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11.2 Table-based summary of CC&G interviews 

Table A1 As-is situation of formal ITS communication. 

 OPS OPS-BI &SAP PMO SCO n-1 BD n-2 &n-3 BD DS&T 
Planned down 
time 

- Outlook 
- Template for 

status updates 

- Outlook - Outlook 
- Yammer 

- Outlook 
- Teams 

- Outlook  - Outlook 
- Information 

posted on the 
application itself 

- Outlook 

Unplanned down 
time 

- Operational 
escalations: 
WhatsApp 
dedicated process 
message with 

- Zoom link 

- Outlook - Outlook 
- Yammer 

- Outlook 
- Teams 

- Outlook 
- WhatsApp 

(escalation group) 

- Outlook 
- Information 

posted on the 
application itself 

- Outlook 

System Releases 
and Go-Lives 

- Outlook 
- Template for 

status updates 
- Yammer 

(depending on 
person involved) 

- Outlook 
- Galapedia 

- Outlook - Outlook 
- Galapedia 
- Yammer 

- Outlook - Outlook 
- Galapedia 
- Yammer 

- Galapedia 

Leadership team 
decisions 

- Outlook (Service 
Desk) 

- Zoom meetings 

- Outlook 
- Galapedia 
- Teams 

/ - Outook 
- Zoom/ Teams 

meetings 

- Digitalks 
- Zoom/ Teams 

meetings 

/ - Zoom/ Teams 
meetings 

ITS-training - Outlook, 
notifications of 
updates/changes 

- Outlook - Outlook - Outlook, lot of 
reminders 

- Outlook, calendar 
invitations 

- Galapedia 

- Outlook, calendar 
invitations 

- Outlook 
- Teams 

Official ITS-
events 

- Outlook, calendar 
invitations 

- Outlook - Outlook - Outlook, calendar 
invitations 

- Galapedia 
- Yammer 

- Outlook 
- Galapedia 

- Outlook - Outlook 
- Teams 

Enhancing ITS 
visibility 

/ / / / - Outlook 
- Galapedia 
- Digitalks 

/ - Galapedia 
- Digitalks 

General 
Announcements 

/ - Teams 
- Various channels 

- Outlook - Outlook 
- Galapedia 
- On-site tv screens 
- Digitalks 

- Outlook 
- Teams 

- Outlook 
- Galapedia 
- Yammer 

- Outlook 
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Table A2 Problems with as-is situation of formal ITS communication. 

 OPS OPS-BI &SAP PMO SCO n-1 BD n-2 & n-3 BD DS&T 

Planned 
Downtime 

- Only at level n-1, n-2 
- No uniform 

communication 
platform 

/ / - Too many emails 
- Emails not relevant 

for people who are 
not impacted 

- Many notifications 
of downtimes that 
are not applicable 
for them 

- Too many emails, 
information can get 
lost 

- Too many emails 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

/ / - Not always 
communicated 

- Too many emails 
- Emails not relevant 

for people who are 
not impacted 

- Many notifications 
of downtimes that 
are not applicable 
for them 

- Same as Planned 
Downtime 

/ 

System Releases 
and Go-Lives 

- Only at level n-1, n-2 
- No uniform 

communication 
platform 

- No alignment on 
expectation about 
communication Go-
Lives   

- Ad hoc 
- Unstructured 
- System owner does 

not communicate 
this information 

- Communication is 
dispersed 

- Too much 
information 

- Fragmented 
- No procedure about 

who sends the 
releases 

/ / 

Leadership Team 
Decisions 

- Unstructured: 
sometimes via line-
manager, sometimes 
not 

- Unstructured 
- Unregular  

- Not enough 
communicated 

- Not enough 
communicated 

- Many Teams 
channels 

- Ad hoc 
- No communication 
- Overshooting of 

Teams: important 
communication gets 
lost   

- Not enough 
communicated 

- Not enough 
communicated 

ITS Training 

/ / - Communicated too 
late  

- Too many reminders - Trainings are 
dispersed across 
different online 
websites and 
platforms 

- Boring content 
- Communicated on a 

too short notice 

- No overview  

Official ITS Events 

/ - Quickly circulated 
via Zoom/Teams 

- Nobody looks at 
Yammer 

- No major problems / - Fragmented - Communicated on a 
too short notice 

/ 

Enhancing ITS 
Visibility 

/ / - Too little 
communication 

- Outlook is already 
overloaded 

- Too little 
communication 

/ - Too little 
communication 

General 
Announcements 

- Operational 
escalations: no time 
for communication 
while solving 
problem 

/ - Not consistent / - Regulation about 
onboarding process 

/ - Too many emails  
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Table A3 To-be situation of formal ITS communication. 

 OPS OPS-BI &SAP PMO SCO n-1 BD n-2 & n-3 BD DS&T 

Planned 
Downtime 

- No TV screens, not 
sure you reach the 
right person 

- Text messaging for 
direct 
communication to 
people involved + 
Outlook to reach 
everyone 

- Multiple channels 
- General list of 

principles: critical 
system: 
communicate x via 
channel y to 
stakeholders z.  

- Communication in a 
timely manner 

- No need outside 
working hours 

- On-site tv screens 
supportive 

- Information must 
be centralized + 
communication via 
Outlook  

- Yammer is not 
checked by 
everyone  

- Calendar 

- A central webpage 
where you can find 
planned down 
times 

- Subchannel for 
company-wide 
downtime  

- Standardized 
emails: clear 
subject, moment of 
down time, status, 
estimated recovery 
time, impact, 
spokesperson, 
hyperlink to 
overview 
(Galapedia)  

- Single tool for 
communication 

- System user groups 
for selective 
communication 

- Banner of 
ServiceNow  

- Sent by the system 
owner to service 
desk who has to put 
it online via a mail 
with a link to 
ServiceNow or 
Galapedia 

- Sent from generic 
email address 

Unplanned 
Downtime 

/ - Incident procedure: 
WhatsApp + 
template   

- Multiple channels  

- Should be 
communicated 
faster 

- Same as Planned 
Downtime 

- Not very important 
for non-critical 
systems 

- A central webpage 
where you can find 
the unplanned 
down times 

- WhatsApp is ok 
-  

- Same as Planned 
Downtime 

- Sent by the system 
owner  

System Releases 
and Go-Lives 

- Outlook + 
Galapedia 

/ - business/system 
owner should 
communicate this 
message  

- Outlook, Yammer, 
on-site TV screens 

- A central webpage 
where you can find 
the System 
Releases  

- Only emails of 
specific intertest 

- Short, structured 
email from BPO 
with a reference to 
Galapedia where all 
details can be 
found  

- Multichannel 
approach: A 
standardized 
summary + 
hyperlink to a main 
channel like 
Galapedia  

- Content-wise: 
higher focus on the 
impacted end-user. 

/ 

Leadership Team 
Decisions 

- LT should decide 
what can be 
communicated & 
how (via meeting 
minutes or other 
way)  

- Decisions should be 
published on 

/ - LT should fill in 
template at end of 
meeting, post this 
somewhere central  

- ITS internal teams 
channel (Nathalie) 

- Written 
declaration: Scope 
and confidentiality 
is clear and 
demarcated 

-  Galapedia or 
Outlook: Depending 

- More regularity   
- Must come with a 

story  

- This information 
should be stored in 
a central place, that 
you can access at 
any point in time 

- Documentation on 
Galapedia  
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central page, 
always accessible 

- Explanation of 
context by line 
managers during 
meeting  

- Decisions with ITS 
wide impact 
(approved by LT): 
via Outlook 

on the urgency and 
criticality  

ITS Training 

- Training calendar, 
including invites 

/ - Outlook, including 
invites (calendar) 

- GxP-material in 
VEEVA, non GxP-
material in a PIT 

- No reminders for 
non-GxP  

- More unity - Sent out more than 
two weeks in 
advance 

- Don't like use of 
teams for this type   

Official ITS Events 

- Outlook, calendar 
invites  

- Central calendar 

/ - Outlook  
- ITS internal Teams 

channel (Nathalie) 

- Better 
introductions to 
such types of 
events  

- One dedicated 
channel for this 
type 

- Overarching 
calender (+linkedIn 
events) 

- On on-site screens 
as well 

- An email with a link 
to another page 
where everything is 
gathered  

- Calender to keep 
overview 

Enhancing ITS 
Visibility 

/ / - Galapedia - Galapedia 
- No Outlook 

/ - Important to do 
- Important to have 2 

versions: One for 
ITS departement, 
one for the rest of 
Galapedia 

/ 

General 
Announcements 

- Operational 
escalations (general 
announcement 
with high urgency): 
whatsapp works 
good, team is 
formed to solve 
problem --> solving 
problem has higher 
priority than 
communication  

- Dedicated Teams 
channel 

/ - Teams  
- Yammer (with 

feature in Teams) 

/ / - Idem system 
releases and go 
lives.  

/ 
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11.3 Email management  
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11.4 TMP Email Planned Downtime 
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11.5 Naming convention for ITS processes, procedures and trainings 

Table A4 Naming convention for ITS processes, procedures and trainings. Examples are given in grey. 
 

Specification Record name Document name 

Process 
Process flow ‘Process name’ 

Training Coordination & Governance 

Process + Process name 

Process Training Coordination & Governance 

Process documentation  

QMS procedure (POL, SOP, WI …) Idem QMS naming convention Idem QMS naming convention 

Business Procedure  ‘BP + Process name’ 

BP Training Coordination & Governance 

BP + Process name 

BP Training Coordination & Governance 

Template of BP ‘TMP + Template name’  

TMP Request email 

TMP + Template name 

TMP Request email 

Non-QMS Guidelines ‘GLN + Guideline name’ 

GLN Formal ITS Communication 

‘GLN + Guideline name’ 

GLN Formal ITS Communication 

Train 

ing 

Training about the QMS (POL, SOP, 
WI) 

Idem QMS naming convention Idem QMS naming convention 

Additional training about the QMS 
procedure (ppt, mp4 …) 

Idem QMS naming convention Idem QMS naming convention 

Training about the process TRN + Process ‘Process name’ + RUS 

TRN Process Training Coordination & Governance RUS 

Link to process document  
(Process + Process name) 

Link to Process Training Coordination & Governance 

Training about the procedure TRN + BP + ‘Process name’ + RUS  

TRN BP Training Coordination & Governance RUS 

Link to procedure document  
(BP + Process name) 

Link to BP Training Coordination & Governance 

Additional training about the 
procedure (mp4, ppt…) 

TRN + BP + ‘process name’ + ‘extension’  

TRN BP Training Coordination & Governance REC 

TRN + BP + ‘process name’ + ‘extension’  

TRN BP Training Coordination & Governance REC 

Additional training (doc, mp4, ppt…) TRN + ‘training name’ + ‘extension’  

TRN Guidelines on Formal ITSCcommunication RUS 

Link to training documentation 

Link to GLN Formal ITS Communication  
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11.6 TMP Email Unplanned Downtime  
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11.7 TMP Email New System Release & Go-Live 
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11.8 TMP Email updated System Release & Go-Live 
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11.9 TMP LT Decisions To Be Communicated  
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11.10 TMP Email New or Update ITS Training  
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11.11 TMP Email Classroom ITS Training  
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11.12 Full overview of the swimming lane diagram of Training Allocation 
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11.13 TMP Training allocation request  
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11.14 USR 

 USER REQUIREMENT (URS) 

 
URS ID 
 
 
 
 

General  
• It must be possible to have the following starting points (=categories) to enter the tool: 

‘process’, ‘procedure’, ‘training’, ‘my personal training’ and ‘Roles & people’. 
• There must be a general search bar that allows advanced searching (filter on process, 

procedure, training). If no filter is applied, the search will only be performed within the PIF 
environment. 

• There must be a search bar for each starting point to specify your search within the specific 
category (except for my personal training). 

• System Administrator(s) must have an administration page from which he/she can manage all 
categories 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Process 
• It must be possible to add new processes or make existing processes obsolete. 
• For each business process all levels must be defined and linked to each other. 
• The following metadata must be available, and it must be possible to filter within each category 

of metadata: 

• Process ID 

• Process name  

• Status 

• Process definition 

• Process level 

• Level up 

• Provided with a link to L(x)+1 

• Level down  

• Provided with a link to L(x)-1 

 

• Pharma regulation (GXP) 

• Current process version 

• Approve/effective date 

• Business Process Owning department 

• Business Process Owner 

• Provided with a direct link to the AD list  

• ITS Role(s)  

• SME 

• Linked documents   
• Link to Training/VEEVA 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Procedure 
• It must be possible to have a link to the VEEVA system (QMS) in the tool. 
• The following metadata must be available, and it must be possible to filter within each category 

of metadata: 

• Procedure ID 

• Type 

• GLPG doc ID 

• Link to VEEVA or ITS  

• Procedure name: title 

• Process 

• Link to process  

• Doc type: POL-SOP-WI-FRM-RACI-MAN-GUI 

• Effective date 

• Current document version 

• Business Process Owning department 

• Relation with process 

• Business Process Owner 

o Relation with process  

• Document author  

o Provided with a direct link to the AD list  

• Specific ITS training requirment 

• Training  

o Link to training ID 

• Roles 

• SME 

• Linked documents   

• Link to Trainng/VEEVA document 

 

 
 
 

Training 
• The following metadata must be available and it must be possible to filter within each category 

of metadata: 
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• Training ID 

• Type: Read and understood, E-learning or instructor 
led learning 

• Training name: title 

• Current training version 

• Process 

• Link to process  

• Effective date 

• Business Process Owning department 

• Relation with process  

 

• Business Process Owner 

• Relation with process  

• Author 

• Relation with the AD list  

• Linked documents   

• Link to Training/VEEVA 

• Roles 

• Relation with procedure 

• SME 

• Relation with procedure 

 
o  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My personal training  
• The end-user should have a personal overview of all trainings that should be followed.  
• There should be a link to the related training ID. 
• It should be possible for an end-user to indicate which trainings (1) are important and (2) have 

been completed. These features are personal and editable by the end-users but not by the 
training coordinator. 

• It should be possible to filter the metadata based on the type: PAF- or role-based. 

 
 
 
 
 

Roles & People  
• It must be possible to select between the following options: ITS employees/Roles. 

ITS employees 
• There must be an overview of all employees working in the ITS department. 
• There must be a link between the ITS employee and the related role(s). 
• The training coordinator must have the possibility to manage the link between the ITS 

employees and the related role(s). This role must have exclusive editing rights. 
Roles  
• There must be an overview of all roles that are present in the ITS department  
• To read the description of the different roles, there must be a link to VEEVA. 

 


